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ABSTRACI
Conununication, in the form of diplomatic tlis~.:our.~e h!.!twecn nalion-statcs, has ;ong
been considerL'd an eflix:tiw tool of foreign affairs and international relations. The
management of international gnvcrnmcnt conununication (whether it is through the
fureign <.1tlairs department of the government of a nation-state, or hy the embassies and
high commissions that represent that natinn) comes under pressure from various internal

and external forces acting in the internation;.d political env:ronmcnt such as impending
war. economic and financial crises, natural disasters, politk:al imtahility and the
approaching millennium.

Arguably, it is possible that an alternative method of communications management could
be considered to ensure nations remain proactive in this developing era of instability and
uncertainty. The methodology evaluated here comes from a body of knowledge dealing
with public relations and communications management theory, a shift from the
traditional methods or communication management stemming from international
relations and political theory.

Through quantitative and qualitative analy.sis, the researcher attempted to provide
possible explanations for the reasons behind the poor media and public image of the
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

{DFt~T).

The researcher argues th:n

these reasons lie in the Department's apparent closed, mechanical and authoritative
organisational culture and that the principles of public relations and diplomacy could
provide a means to turn around this negative image. The DFAT is vital to the sv..;cess of
Australia as an economically secure and politically stable trading nation with close tics
with major trading blocs and nations around the world, in particular, ASEAN (the
Association of South-East Asian Nations), the largest and mosl influential trading bloc in
the

A~ia-Pacific

region of which Australia is party to. The researcher argues changes

need to be made to the structure and proce!:scs of the DFAT if it is to change and grow
with Australia and ASEAN.

The results of the study provided initial evidence that the principles or both public
relations and diplomacy arc similar and can he converged in theory to develop a
generalisable model of excellent international diplomatic communications management
for foreign affairs departments, such as the DFAT, to follow. The model would provide
ii
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ABSTRACT

continuity to tht: practices of public relations <llld diplomacy to aid in
achiL'VCillL'Ilt

nr fort:ign

th~

effective

policy uhj<::ctives by th<:: IJFAT, which have come under fire from

academics, pnlitical analysts amJ the politil:al media in the past.
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INTRQQU.CTION

(\Jmmuni<:atinn, in
h~~n

Lhuptcr One

th~

form of diplomatic discourse between nation-states, has long

cnnsilkn:d an dfcctivc tool or foreign aJbirs and international relations. The

manag~nK'IIt

of

int~rnational

government communication (whether it is through the

foreign affairs department or the government or a nation-state, or by the embassies and
high cnmmissinns that represent that nation) comes under pressure from various
intcrnai and l'Xh'rnal forces acting in the international politil:al environment

:-;u~.:h

as

impt::nding war, t::comJmic and financial crises, natural di:-;astcrs, political instability and
the approadting millennium.

Arguably. it is pnssihlc that an alternative method of communications managemem
could be considered to ensure nations remain proactive in this developing era of
instability and uncertainty. The methodology evaluated here comes from a body of
knowledge dealing with public relations and communications management theory, a
shift from the traditional methods of communication management stemming from
international relations and political theory.

The following study was undertaken for several reasons. The first being to establish
whrther Australia should develop new ways to establish and nurture close mutual
relationships with ASEAN (the Association of South-East Asian Nations) and the
second being to establish why foreign policy makers in Canberra should study public
relations theory (particularly the theories of organisational communications culture and
international public reb.tions) in order to successfully guide Australia through current
and future changes in the international environment. The third reason is of more
significance to the discipline of public relations; to establish whether theories of
excellence in public relations and communications management apply not only in the
domestic and international business arenas but also to other areas not dir.::ctly rcl:Hcd
to business. In this case, the world political environment and the realms of government
foreign policy.

This ::tm of the study was to focus on a particular reg1on of the globe and its
relationship with Australia. ASEAN, the biggest trading bloc in the region and the

I
founder of AFTA (the Asian Fn::c-Tradc Agreement) and party to 1\PEC' (the Asia-

Pacilic Ecnnumic Ctlopcration) has a significant

rdatiort~hip

with Australia

i11

term.-. td

fnrcign pulicy. cctmomic polit:y and other international a0:1irs programs. Moreover,

the instability of till' region (particularly in terms of

t.:Ct)ll!llllics, politi~:s

and human

rights issw:s) calLs for the Australian Govl:rnmcnt to act not only to secure Australia's
future. hut alsu the future nf the ccmwmk: cooperation that is so important to the

.success of Snuth-East Asia. 1-iowcvcr, the study of the relationship between /\SEAN
ami Australia was cunaikd due to time, finam:ial resource constraints and the
constraints of an honours program. The literature regarding ASEAN and Aulitr..tlia
gives evidence thm Australia must take nHJre notice of the impact that ASEAN has on
the economic and .sncial well-being of Australia, particularly in times of political unrest
and economic crises such as have been evident over the past eigllleen mt111ths.

The review of literature was a significant area of this dissertation as it provided initial
evidence that diplomacy and public relations arc similar in nature, and a place to hcgin
empirical research. Apparently, d1c two disciplines have never been researched in this
way before. Many scholars have touched on the role of the media (and the emerging
role of an American practice known as public diplomacy) in mediating foreign policy to
the 'public' but as yet have not researched the relationship between public relations
theory and the many theories of international relations relating to diplomatic rebtions
between nation states. Communications management has been neglected in the
literature on international diplomacy, .sc11olars and professional diplomats preferring to
focus on international relations and economi.:: and foreign policy factors to predict the
patterns of communication and policy making that governments of nation-states tend
to follow.

Diplomacy is an age-old profession aimed at d~vcloping econonuc and political
cooperation and at targeting human rights issues, conllict resolution, peacemaking and
disarmament through strategic communications, and negotiations programs. There
have been many studies into the role that diplomacy plays in the resolution (and often
prevention) of war, and the building of long-term tics bet ween nat inn-states. It hcnclits
not only the peacekeeping efforts of international organisations .such as the United
Nations (UN) but also the building of business relationships between governments to

2
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enhan~..·e

intcrnatinnal trade. cnmm::n.:c and

diph1maey is tile LtlllllliUJiicatitln-hased

Jim~ign

mechani.~m

Chaptc1· One

relations. In gcnl!ral ll!rms,

by which gtJVClllJncnts t>f nati(lll-

states manage relationships with other governments for achieving f(Jrcign policy
objectives ami to enhance national interest.

Diplnmm:y is the primary cummunications tool used by governments to extend their
natinnal intacst into the intcrnatiomil arena through negotiation. Diplomacy is a
peacl'ful mcthnd of ncgutiating cm.l lO conllict and the prevention of war. However,
diplomacy. as a

scicn~.:c.

has begun lO lag behind as the new channels of

communication, such as telecommunications and the Internet, take the world by storm.

Diplomats are being seen more as an elitist group of wealthy, "well educated" people
who arc responsible for "hob-nobbing" with the rich and powerful of overseas
governments rather than players in the advancement and protection of national inlercst
and communicators of foreign policy. There arc many possible reasons for this
changing view of diplomacy and thus the researcher believes that determining these
rcuson.s, through empirical research, may lead to the eventual

e..;tabli.~hmcnt

of more

effective and dTiciem methods of delivering foreign policy objectives, through
communication between nation-states.

Public relations is also an age old activity but unlike diplomacy, it has not reached the
calibre of professional practice and as such is not looked upon as an cJTcctive and
credible means of improving achievement of organisational objectives not only in
business, but also in government.

Public relations has long been seen as a promotional tool aimed at covermg up
mistakes and glossing over serious issues that could possibly lead to long term harm.
Spin-doctoring, as it has been culled, stigmatises the public relations discipline and the
profession struggles in its attempt to gain credibility as an academic area wonhy of
research and development, and capable of so much more than media rdations and
promotion.

)
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Chaptc1· One

Nunethele.ss, a.-; will hcnH11e clear thruugh tl1e following literature review, quantitative
and qualitative analysis, the very nature of the two di.,;ciplincs

diplmnacy and public

rclatinns -·is alike. They both aim to build long-lasting mutually hcnclicial tics between
an organisation (in this case, !Cdcral government) and its stakchnldcrs (lo he rckrrcd
tn as publics) thmugh the tools of strategic comnnmications

manag~.:mcnl,

conllict

resolution amlnegntiation.

This study was um.lertaken owr a six-month period: the purpose was not to generalise
hut to provitk initial research, which would allow other researchers to build a
generalisahle model of excellent diplomatic communications in the future. It was
shown that the .similar nature of public relations and diplomacy warrants mulli-mcthods

ur

study. and that quantitative research alone cannut prove hypotheses involving

human relatinnships and the international political environment. Both areas arc in the
realm of social science and neither can he analysed through purely scientific and
mathematical means.

The study aimed to answer a question regarding which of the principles of public
relations arc similar to diplomacy, and which of these is the most influential in
managing effective diplomatic relationships between Australia and Asia. However. due
to the large size of the population that could he sampled, and the lack of time and
financial resources to undertake a study that would incorporate an adequate sample
size, the study was condensed

t;J

focus on two different questions that would help to

answer the research problem.

The first question deemed relevant from the Grunig Excellence Study (1992, 1995)
was "Docs the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade have a participative or
authoritative organisational culture?" Thi.s is one factor of excellence. Organisational
culture is emphasised because it shows to what extent an organisation is excellent in
managing communications internally, which according to the Grunig (1992, 1995)
theory extends to how successful an organisation is in achieving its objectives and
communicating these objectives externally.

4

Alh•r a

thtlnlU~h

dch'nnincd that

I"l'\'IL'W

tlf

surwyin~ th~

iit~raturL'

ami cxpnt t:tliiStiltatiHn, the I"L'st:an.:hn

cmployL'L'S tlf the IJI·AT (!ht• lkpartmL'Ilt td
mca.~unng tlr~:lllL..,alitlJlal

Affairs a11d 'l'ratiL') witl1 a LJtiL'stitltlllairc ain1ed at
would hdp

ltl

{ 'lmph•l' ( lnt•

INTIHJIHJt 'TIC IN

UnH:kman I IJIJI)

t:ulturc

allS\\"L'I" thi:-. lJlll'Stiun. ThrL'l' hundred employees ol the department were

sampled using a stratilicd random

.~amplin~

mcthml. It was not

L'lllllprchcnsiw list tlt' thl' allcmpltlyl't'S of the Department
Att~tralian

aJ\' pmtct:tcd hy hdng exempted from th·:

At:t.

F01ci~n

Ncwrthek:~s.

a.~

po.~sih!t:

to !!ain a

matter\ of fnrl'i!!r. policy

'Fn.Tdom ol lnh1rmation' (FOI)

a list was compiled from the 19lJ7/9X Depanment of Foreign Albirs

and Tradt: Annual RcptHI uutlining all the

hranchc.~.

sections and

t:1.~k

forces that made

up the .structure nf the department. Appendix One is a .schematic diagram (taken from
the 1997/9X Annual Report) of the internal .structure of the OFAT.

The toni used to survey the employees of the DFAT in Canberra was derived directly
from the Excellence in Public Relations and Communications Management Study's
employee questionnaire (.\·ee Appendix Two).

The second question asked whether the principles of international put~ . relations, (as
determined by Dr. Robert Wakc:licld in his excelkr;t international public relations
Delphi .study) arc trans!Crable to diplomacy, as perceived by several experts. If .so,
which of these principles were of most significance'!

The qualitative analysis was conducted usmg an adapted version of Dr. Robert
Wakefield's international public relations Delphi study instrument (see Appendix

Three). This was administered to Asian diplomats hased in Canberra and Australian
diplomats in overseas posts, in order to gain exrert opinion into the links between
international public relations and international relations and diplomacy.

5
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ThL'

expc~..·tcd

findings nf the

I"L'~carch

can he

expn·.~.~cd

in the fmm of

hypothe.~c ...,.

Thl'SI.' arc:

•

{!tumlilatil•t'

I. The

(Or~o:ani.wtimwl

rclation:;hip~

Study arc the

Cullllrt•)

h.:twccn the urgani~atiunal cullure variahk:.~ of the Excellence

~ame

in the intcrnatinnal diplnmatic environment as they arc in the

l'lli"JlllratL' l'll\'in lllnll'llt.

,

The

rdation~hips

between the

organi~atiunal

culture

variable.~

of the Excellence

Study arc the samL' in Australia <.md as they arc in the United Kingdom, Canada and
the USA.
3. The Dcpartment of foreign

Affair.~

and Trade is characterised hy an authoritarian

communicatinn culture.
4. The Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade is characterised by a closed,
mechanical internal structure.

•

Qualitative (Delphi)

5. International public relations and diplomatic relations arc essentially the same
because the issues tbat face both arc similar.
6. International

communications

management

and

domestic

communications

management arc different especially in the realm of international relations.
7. Diplomats and public relations practitioners employ similar techniques to practice
their disciplines.

The main conclusions drawn from the study present cxcit;_ng opporlunitics for further
research in both public relations and diplomacy. In fact, the clear similarities between
the two disciplines, evident from the results of both stages of the research, open
countless doorways to the continuation of study to develop new methods of training
and foreign policy evaluation and implementation outside the traditional area of
international relations. Even more exciting arc the opportunities prcsemed to further
the development of public relations as an academic discipline relevant to all areas of
business, government and not-for-prolit enterprise requiring excellelll communications
management. In today's society, communication is becoming an integral part of
organisational strategic planning, paving the way for greater career opportunities for

6
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BnH:knmn 1991)

atadentiL:ally trainL·d l'XfWrts

111

ptllllil' n·latitJils,

clppcJrtuniti~s

Clmptcr ( )nc

th<•l weren't eit!Jc.:r

availahle or pn.-;sibk in the past twenty year.....

The.'iL' cnndusi11ns show that thL·re is a clear lll.'cd for relimn not only of Australian
diplnmatic practice hut of the management of diplomac.:y by the 'Dominant Coalition'
nf the DFAT. Huwevcr, hdnre any changes can be made, the c.:urren1 mind-set of those
key dc.:cisillll-maker.-; ami .-;c.:niur Uipl11mats over. . eas must alter. Thi .. , is dearly the.:
higge.-;t obstacle to tdlu·m of the Australian Diplomatic Scrvic.:c ami improvemcm of

the internatinnal and domestic image of the DFAT.

Such mind-sets cannnt be changed by publication of research or by constant debunking
of the DFAT by the media. The change needs to come from the inside, from a reform
in the internal organisational culture of the Department, a process that takes time and
effort. This reform process is dependent eni.irely on the people within the organisat...n,
from the lowest to the most senior ranks.

The researcher believes that there is a clear need for reform of Australia's diplomatic
relations abroad and the management of this activity by the foreign po!icy arm of the
DFAT, currently headed by Foreign Minister Mr. Alexander Downer and Trade
Minister Mr. Tim Fisher. This change is needed to combat the poor publicity that the
DFAT, Mr. Downer ami the Australian Diplomatic Service as a whole have received in
the recent past due to apparent incompetence of the DFAT in security of confidential
papers, alleged corrupt behaviour and due to the public questioning of the need for
diplomats towards 2000.

Before proceeding to the literature review, the researcher felt it was necessary to
discuss the Internet news clippings and ministerial speeches that brought about the
initial grounds for this thesis. The articles were not included in the literature review as
they are journalistic and editorial in nature. Due to the seriousness of the allegations
posed in these news clippings, the author believes it is crucial that they be inclm.led in
the report to validate the research area. They arc being used for the .spcciJic purpose of
showing the need for an alternative method of strategic management of the Australian
Diplomatic Service which could be researched and applied to services all over the
7
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:tl\'

frnm the Australian IJiplomallL Digest· .., on-line Internet wch

site. amlthe hnme page of the LJFJ\.T.

Ahjtn·~.·nscn

discusses tht' diminishin);! need l!u· diplurnats in I!H.lay's glohalising world

hy stating '\In we rl.'a!ly need to spend countless millions on moving and .sustaining
diplnm~Hs

and 1Hhcr agents in

furei~n clime.~.

a<.:quiring or renting edi!iccs and .shipring

hnuschnld dkct.s amund the gluhe'!" I k debunks the

profc.~.sitlll

severely hy saying ''In

this day and age of instant cunHnunicatitlll- he it by tekphtmc, tele<.:onfcrcncing. fax or
mndcm - dn we still need a vast army of good men and women sent away to lie for

their cnuntryT. ( 1996. pI i.

One major problem that has haunted the DFAT and the diplomatic scrvJce is its
apparent incompetence in handling conJidcntial material. The Diplomatic Digest cites
six incidences where confidential diplomatic material has hcen "accidentally leaked to
the public.'' For example, in November of 1996, The Age ran a story that alleged secret
diplomatic cables were found in a second hand furniture sale.

More recently it was discovered that "a highly confidential brief for the Australian
Delegation to the South Padfic Forum Economic Minister's meeting in July of
1997 ... led to some of the most astonishing and embarrassing revelations in recent

Australian diplomatic history". The story was JeakeU lO Reuters Newsagency. In this
editorial piece, the editor writes "But the biggest bombshell was the exposure of
bureaucratic incompetence in the co11lent of this brief. News media published excerpts
after careful consideration of the public's right to know how poorly it was heing served
by the expensive Canberra bureaucracy", ( 1997, p 1).

These articles, although written with a biased opinion, arc damning to the reputation
and credibility of the DFAT and the Australian Diplomatic Service, which has been
described as "a legend in its own lunch-time". Any diplomatic service, anywhere in the
world is useful in developing tics between nation-states only if it is

trus~ed,

credible

and competent. Unfortunately the articles, whether true or false, indicate that the
Australian Diplomatic Service is apparently not seen in this light. Therefore, the
Service, through the management of the DFAT, must aucmpt to change itself in order
8
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I,ITgnATlJHE HE VIEW

Chapter Two

This ~.:haptL'f i.~ a ~:ritical analysis of rd::vant literature and rcsean.:h covenng the
an:as uf cxcl'iknL"L' in puhlic n::lati1lllS, dipl11ma<:y, Australian hm~ign pnli<.:y am.l
ASEAN. Sinn.' there \\len:: constraints of spmx ami research scope. the discussion
llf all the relevant arL"aS tu thl' study was necessarily curtailed.

The purpose of the critique wa.s lll determine what variables were of interest to the

rcscan:h topic and which \\'arranled further empirical study. ll was structured to
show the issues and variables of diplomacy and public relations that arc common to
both disciplines.

The critique begins with a discussion of the definitions of public relations, the
worldviews of public relations that arc common in today's society. The Grunig
Excellence Study (1992, 1995) was discussed in the light of its purpose, method,
major findings and contribution to theory development in public relations.

International public relations theory follows on from the Excellence Study
discussion and looks particularly at the Delphi method, the key findings of the
research, the application of the theory to international relations and diplomacy and
the major issues affecting cross-border communication in today's global society.

The critique moves onto diplomacy, its wide definitions and theoretical concepts,
followed by a discussion on foreign policy, particularly in terms of Australia's
engagement with South-East Asia and the Ao;ia-Pacific (particularly ASEAN), how
Australia goes about managing this relationship and the importance of this
successful management of the relationship into the 21st century.

The literature review then concludes with the key findings summarised, in order to
extract the key variables of interest to the empirical study to follow and in order to
answer the research question stated in Chapter Three.
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Cha(Jtcr Two

RE\l!Elll! OF A \fAll ABLE I ITER AT! IRE=

l,ublk Rci;Jtions: \Vurhh·icws, Thcury mid Pradkc.
Scitd { 199), p)4)

,qa!L'S 1111-: 11f

the llHlst widely used dellnitillllS td. public rel:ttiiJJlS

as being "the management function which

evaluate.~

public attitudes, kkntilics the

JHllicies and procedures of an individual or an organisation with the public interest,
and plans and executes a program of action to earn public understanding and
aeccptancc.··

Grunig and Hunt (19!-\4). as discussed by Grunig ( 1992, p4), define public

·~elations

a.s the "management of communications hetwcen an organisation and its publics".
Grunig ( 1992) suggests that communications management and public relations arc
closely related and therefore, public relations is a management func1ion, distinct
from marketing.

"Public relations and communications management describe the overall planning,

execution, and evaluation of an organisation's communication with both external
and internal publics - groups that effect the ability of the organisation to meet its
goals", (Grunig: 1992, p4).

However, public relations is still not widely regarded as a professional
communications discipline. Instead, the stereotypical view of public relations (that
of a media manipulating, spin~doctoring activity aimed at covering up organisational
mistakes and executive lies and generating positive publicity) .still prevails in
business, government and

not-for~profit

organisations.

This obstacle to the development of public relations as an academic discipline and
effective management function has been researched elsewhere. The fact that the
discipline is not fully understood (and

theref~Jrc

appreciated) by managers and

subordinates alike, is defined in terms of 'worldviews' and 'mind-sets'. Grunig and
White (1992), as critiqued by Deatheridge and Hazleton ( 1998, p61 ), discuss these
words as describing paradigms that exist in organisations today that prevent the

II
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mr

emergence of public relations practice as a strategic

comm~;;:ications

mtht:r thnn a mc:dia H.'l<ltions tool or <I pwnwtiom1lmclhod \l'iCd by

The dcvdopmcnt ;md prl.!v:lic:ncc of these

worldvi~.:ws

is also

function

mark~t~r:>.

discw;~;t.!tl

by Botan

and I L1zk:tlm (I t)S9) in thc1r analysio:; of the lack of theory development in publ1c

rela\ions today "With its roots stretching back to the

be~inning

of this century.

public rdations is not young as social sci encl.! goes. In spite of this comparatively
long history public relations practitioners. and even scholars, have generally

limited themselves to questions of how-to-do-it and how-to-do-it-better." Public
relations. as a discipline. ''has not systematically addressed the development of
thoory or relationship of practice to rcS\..~rch and theory building'' (1989, p 100).
The fact that public relations has never been researched in the realm of science has
lctl professionals to believe that the discipline is not credible and therefore should

bt relegated to a technical communications and marketing role. Grunig and White

(1992), in Grunig (1992, p32), claim tlmt further study should be undertaken, using
scientific methods to "instill order on the chaos that seems to exist in public
relations." l11ey argue. however, that public relations (like other behavioural
sciences) is subject to hwnan behaviour and interactions that are inherently
complicated and as such, research should be carried m1t taking this into
consideration.

Botan and Hazleton (1989, p 100) discuss public relations as being an applied
social science that should be (and is gradually being) studied in schools of
communication rather than journalism. They define public relations as being
"concerned

with using communication to exchange meanings between

organisations and their publics". Botan and Hazleton (1989, plOO), like Grunig and
White (1992, p33), suggest that public relations, like any other social science. can
be studied "using theoretical and research tools from the communications
discipline".

Deathridge and Hazleton (1998, p57-71) discuss the worldviews of public relations

in the light of a quantitative study they carried out to determine if the assmnption
12
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that Grunig ( \lJ92)

mad~

ahtlUt tk cfli:ctiv~m;ss

tl

Chaptcs· Two

f the symm.::lrical llllldt:ltlf puhlk

rdatiliJ\S held truC" under rcsearc!1. The stuJy wa:-. intended to test Grunig's
cuntcntion that "\·xccllcnt puhlk rdatmns, cunsisting of a symmetrical world view
ami the usc nf the tWtl-W:JY symmetrical moJel of puhli!.: relations. will !cat! to a
higher kvclnf crti:~.:tivencss in the practice of public reb.tions" ( llJCJX, pt10).

Using the

"Ex~:dkncc"

instrument that measured the four models of public relations

on a sample of 500 practition(;rs chosen randomly, they found that Grunig's
etmh:ntinns did hold up in real life hut that other questions would need to he asked
ahout why and under what circumstances would the world views of public relations
alter. and what would alter the mind-sets of managers today.

Excellence in Public Relations: The Excellence Study
Public relations researchers have lxen developing a body of theory that suggests
public relations is a strategic management function aimed at building long term
mutually beneficial relationships between an organisation and its publics through
communication.

The E:lcellence Study is one of the rnajnr research projects undertaken in public
relatiu.1s to date. The main aim was "to study how and why excellent
communication rr.akes an organisation more effective and the characteristics
communications departments have to contribute to organisational effectiveness", as
stated by the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC's) job
interviewing guide Interviewing for Excellence. (1992, p3).

Culbertson and Chen (1996, p2) argue that the "Excellence" theories suggest
Public relations contributes to an organisation's success hy reducing conllicts and
building relationships if: management supports public relations, lhe organisation
respects publics and practices two-way communication with them, the public
relations manager parlicipatcs in the inner-circle of management ami the
organisation re..<;pccts diversity.
The researcher contends that theories dealing with organisational effectiveness and

communications excellence can be applied generically throughout different types of
13
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mgani.satiun with differing

organi.~ational

improw till· nvcrall excl·lknce nf the

The key findings nf the

··Ex~.:dk-lu:e

cultures and in

t~rganisation

Chll(ltcr Two
dilfcn~nl

countri\:s to

in achieving its goals.

Study" were published in simple lilrm hy the

I ABC' in IIHl'rvit•wing for Excl'!k·nce ( JlJlJ2, p?-9). These Jindings :.1re:
I.

The !UP cnnununicatur serves as a senior advisor to Lop

management.

2.

The top conununicatnr is a strategic manager

3.

The top communicator plays the managerial role

4.

The top communicator enjoys the supporl of key decisionmakers, known as the dominant coalition.

5.

The two-way symmetrical (balanccl.l) model creates wm-wm
solutions.

6.

The two-way asymmetrical (top down) model lacks win-wm
solutions.

7.

A participative organisational culture inspires excellence.

8.

The CEO and top communicator report strong support for
women in the workplace.

9.

Marketing and public relations functions should be separate.

The findings of the Excellence Study were then grouped into three main spheres of
excellent public relations; 'shared expectations of the dominant coalition',
'organi~ational

culture' and the 'knowledge base of the top communicator'. These

three spheres combine to describe the extent to which an organisation practices
excellent communications management because they identify how much support the
public relations function has at the top level of management (and hence
organisational decision making), the type of cullurc in which the communicmion
function operates and the extent of professional knowledge and experience of the
head/director of public relations.
Grunig ( 1992) also identified four models of public relations that could be used in
an organisation. These arc the two-way symmetrical model, the two-way
assymetrical model, the public information model and the press agentry modd.
t4
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Thl' twu-\vay symmetrkalmot.ld allows fm the !low of in!imnation between an
urganisatinn (and management) ami its

public.~

in a halanccd fashion J:tcilitating

npl'n disrussinn and the frel' !low of opinions and ideas. Thi:, is the prdCrrcd
mndl'l nf public

•

rdatiun.~

fur the facilitatiun of cxcdkm:c in management.

The two-way asymmetrical mlllld allows fur the !low of inlimnation, hut nnly
from the organisatinn tn the public and not the other way. This gt:ncrally is used
for pl'rsuasion not relationship huikling.

•

The puhlic information model deals with giving the public

hone~t

information

that is deemed in the 'public interest'. Companies and institULions arc not
obligated to provide any and all pieces of information pertaining to the
operation of the organisation; however, it is necessary to release pertinent
information that the public may want to know at the time. The general medium
for this model is the media, and publicity generation is its main function.

•

The press agentry/publicity model is the oldest form of public relations and is
still one of the most practiced models today. It deals generally in generating
positive publicity for an organisation, to put it in what is called "a good light".
Propaganda is al<;o a popular tool of thi.'i approach. Again, the medium used by
this model is the mass media.

According to Grunig ( 1992, p5), the selection of which or these models to adopt is
based on the judgment of the 'dominant coalition' or the executive body including
the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). The three factors that determine the model that
the "dominant coalilion" chooses to practice arc ·'the culture of the organisation,
the potential for the public relations department and the schema for public
relations".

The instruments that were used for the Excellence SlUdy arc available for other
researchers to use and incorporates three questionnaires aimed at different levels of
the organisation: the CEO, the Top Communicator and employees. The "Excellence
15
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Study" { llJ92) suggc.-;ts that

th~

principle.s of excellence

~.:an

he applied tu any

enuntry arnuml the wnrld. 1-tuwcvcr, the study was only condw.:tcd in three
countrics: Can:tda. the United States uf America and the United Kingdom; all of
which haw

wl'SIL'rll L'Uitlln.'S

suggesting that the instruments u.<.;cd in the ExcdkrH:c

Study may nl'cd tu he modilicd tn take L:ross-r.:ullural clements into ac<.:ount.

International Public Rclatinl_!§,

Tht:sc cmss-cullural clements were recognised by other researchers who arc
developing a new holly of public relations theory hascd in the international arena.

Most literature on international public rdations is wrillcn from the corporate point-

of-view and docs not include organisations operating in areas such as government
or no1- 1-,1r-profit institutions. The literature that docs cover these areas looks
spcc'~tl.:ally

at the media rclation:i and publicity function of the public relations

discipline, again viewing activities as spin-docwring, suggesting a need for further
research in areas other than the corporate arena.

Dr. Robert Wakefield (1996) is a leading researcher and academic in the area of

international public relations theory and discusses the theories of international
public relatiom in relation to the priorities researchers must set when researching
public relations in different countries. These theories include: global society
theories, cultural theories, management theories, communication theories and public
relations theories including the "Excellence Study" and generic/specific theories of
international public relations.

International public relations is an undefined area of the discipline and Wakefield
( 1996), in Culbertson and Chen ( 1996, p 17), discusses this and presents an alarming

claim stating
... the activity is taking place with little consensus on what the licld constitutes.
What is practiced in the name of international public relations can vary from simple
hosting

or

prQmotions

to

diplomacy

and

strategic

relationship

building.'' ... ''Practitioncrs who do not understand their licld fail to gain the trust or

16
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senior m;~nagl'rs who desperately nl't.'d their advice ami perfmmance in Ihe complex
lli<VL' t )r

intl·rnat it lila I rl'lat it msl1ip huiltling.

Dr. Wakclidd Ust•d a qualitative rcscan.:h tlThnique known as tklphi .'.urvcying

whereby .SL'VL'ral nHmd.s uf an instrument are admini.~tcrcd to the .~:m1c rc.<.,pondents
to gain l'\'l..'lllUal consensus on a range of variablt:s to tlctcrminc the clements that
arc required ut' an cx~.:cllcnt intcrnatinnal public relations program.

Wakcfickfs rc.sc;.1rdt,

iL'i Uis~.:ussed

hy Wakclicld and Marr;;. (IYlJX, p2~16), was

ba.scd on fourteen propositions dealing with excellence and t.hc conditions that allow
for excellent international public relations. The propositions deal with the cultural,
political, economic and social issues that affect the ability of' a multinational
organisation, including a government, to achieve its international objectives. These
arc stated in the Figure One below.

Figure One

l. Excellent international public relations is based on the philosophy of

two~ way

symmetrical communication that pervades the organisation worldwide.

2. The two-way symmetrical philosophy will he reflected in the organisational
culture and in internal communications styles worldwide.

3. Excellent public relations is a strategic management function working as part of
and directly with semor management and the 'Dominant Coalition' (foreign
ministry), worldwide.

4. Excellent international public relations is integrated, meaning that worldwide,
practitioners report to the public relations department at headquarters and work
under a single umbrella.

5. An excellent international public relations program

IS

not subordinate to

marketing, legal, or other organisational functions.

6. Senior practitioners all over the world will be qu:l.lified for their positions.

7.

In an excellent multinational organisation, hiring and promotional practices

would foster liversily by offering equal opportunities to women and 'minorities'
(those who typically arc not accepted in the cultural mainstream) in every country.
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the- organis:1tion faces a turbulent, dynamic environmelll internationally,

the public- relatitlllS pn1gram

IS

struc-tured to he flcxihk: and adaptable to that

envinJnment Wtlrldwide.

Y. A natit1n's

lev~ I

tlf deveh1pment will

affc~,;tthe

practice tlf public rclatitJns.

I 0. The political system of a given society will influence public relations.

II. An excdlcnt international public relations pn1grarn will respond to varying
indiL:awrs

or cultural difkrenccs within and het ween each country.

12. BecausL' language nuances vary from place to place, an excellent international
public n:latiuns prugram will place people in each country who understand those
nuances and can deal with them most dTcetively.

13. The potential for activism makes the international environment particularly
turbulent, but the extent and type of activism may vary from

~ucicty

to society.

14.An effective local component of an excellent international public relations
program will build relationships with local media and with publics who may have
received unrealistic pictures about the multinational organisation.

Although the propositions were aimed at practitioners working for multinational
corporations, they do contain clements that could be manipulated and aimed at
government organisations. This allows for replicative research in other areas to
build on the theories of excellent international public relations.

Grunig et al (1995, pl63-186) discuss how the models developed by Grunig and
Hunt ( 1984), can be applied in the interpational environment. However, they do
concede that these modrJs can only be applied effectively in countries of AngloWestern culture again, highlighting an area of further study.

Anderson (1989), as reviewed by Grunig (1992), constructs two types of cross
border public relations. According to Anderson and Wakefield, international public
relations is tailoring programs to the region that the practitioner is working in.
Global public relations is like target marketing whereby an overall program is used
but tailored to the needs of the specific region.

18
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VL'n.:ic, Grunig and Grunig ( 19lJ6), in ortkr to develop a mudcl of generic
intcrnatiL)!lal public

l"l~l:llillllS,

have reviewed gl(lhal :111d intcrna\i(l/lal puhlic relati111ls

thl'oriL'S. Thl' main hypnthcsis nf this model is that generic print:iplcs of excellent
puhlic n::latillns c:lll he :1ppliL'd globally hut the

progr:un.~

amJ activities carried out,

incorpmating these principles, neetl to be tailored to the region in question. They
disL·uss global a:td

.~pL'cific

principles of public relations in

term.~

of' managing the

different political systems, cultures and organisation among nalion-statcs, claiming
that "Cnnllict is inevitable when
the

Jl)l)()"s and in

system.~

interpenetrate with one another" and "In

the 21·'1 century, conllict

must

he resolved through

communication, negotiation, and eventually collaboration", as stated by Culbertson
and Chen (1996, p31). These two statements suggest that public relations should be

used as a tool of inter-nation communication, rather than a means of generating
international headlines.

Diplomacy

Deutsch ( 1978, p24) discusses diplomacy in terms of gaining favours by stating that
ambassadors, foreign ministers and other diplomatic personnel
... know that to get a favour one may have to give or promise a favour in return.
and they know that sometimes they

also can put into the scales of bargaining polite

suggestions that favours granted earlier to the other country arc more likely to be
continued if U1cir own government· s present wishes arc accomnuxlatcd.

Deutsch describes this kind of diplomatic relations as a game where each diplomat
has to learn the rules in order to serve his/her country to their fullest potential.

Newson ( 1991) discusses the role of diplomacy in foreign policy saying that it takes

place at many levels of international affairs and by various people (to be referred to

as diplomatists and diplomatic personnel). Such people include professional
diplomats. officials of many other government agencies and more increasingly
foreign ministers. Newson says that these diplomats "have an increasing stake in the
nation's international relationships and whose policy initiatives arc alTcctcd hy
them", (1991, p4).
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He states ll991. p7) .. For most of this ccmury. imcmmional relations have been
stnll'turt.'d \1y the riwtlrics among great militcuy imhtstrial J.li)Wcrs", such Hs the
Unitt:d Stales oi' Amc1ica and pust-industtial Russia. Ncwso11

bdtcv~.:s

chang.e in the climate has begun with the relaxation of threats of
between

th~s~

llmt the

milit~U)'

strike

twu super powers because of an increased usc of negotiation and

conflict resolution used by the leaders of the countries such Mikacl Gorbochev and
President Reagan.

Newson (1991) and Woolcott (1997) have similar views on one major component
of effective diplomacy: able and competent diplomats.

~cwson

(1991) also

includes two other elements: stronp: diplomatic establishments in foreign policy
and wise statesman (such as foreign ministers) who rely on diplomats to carry
foreign policy objectives through in a competent and professional manner.

Even today, there doesn't seem to be an agreed set of ntles or a framework by
which diplomats can learn to practice their art to a higher standard ofpcrfonnancc.
The researcher contends that this must become an objective of p:ovemments when
devising foreign policy.

Lauren ( 1979) revie\VS the work of French diplomatist Francois de Callieres, in his
manual of successful diplomacy entitled De Ia maniere de negocier avec le.1

Souverains (1719). According to Lauren. Monsieur de Callieres "complained that
good diplomats were rare because there had been 'no discipline or fixed rules' by
which "good citizens destined to become negotiators might instruct themselves in

the lmowlcdge necessary for <his kind of employment'", (1979. p3).
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Foreign Polin: National Interest, Australia and A SEAN.
Foreign policy is that pulicy set by natiun-statcs in order to intl:ract with the world
nutside their geugraphical houm.larics. Most writers on foreign policy agree that the
main nbjective

ur

li.m:ign policy is to atlvance national interest. The Deakcn

University course team on Clmllict management

.~tutlics

discusses the convergence

of foreign policy antl national interest in relation to diplomacy, conflict ncgotiaLion
and the peaceful settlement

or war.

Foreign policy, as stated by Deakin University (IYXX, pi 54), must he instituted by
governments, taking into accuunt "the eiTects of their policies on the security of
other states if the conllict of interests is to be

minimi.~ed."

Foreign policies of

nation-states arc "shaped and limited by the international political envirnnmcnl."
That is, each state develops foreign policy that advances their interests and ensures
national security, howewr, these policies arc bound by the policies ami actions of
other nation-states. The parameters that bound the setting of foreign policy,
suggested by Deaken University arc power, values and geography.

The DFAT (Commonwealth of Australia, 1997) dcfme Australia's National Interest
in terms of security, economics and national values. The strategies set out for the
Asia-Pacific, the priorities of building close tics with the USA Japan, Indonesia and
China, commitment to trade libcralisation, continued strong support for the World
Trade Organisation and APEC arc said to be constant, forming the basis for the
Government's foreign policy objectives.

The DFAT while paper is an overview and discussion of the supposed national
interests of Australia. According to the DFAT (C of A, 1997, piii), "Australia's
foreign

and trade policy is about advancing the interest of Australia and

Australians.''

The white paper emphasises the importance of globalisation and the impact the
government sees this having on Australia's perfi.mnancc as a nation in the future.
The main objectives that the government is trying to achieve, in the interest of
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an:. l'Cnnnmu.: growth and dcvdopmcnt. national security and the

advancl'!lll'lll and communication nf Australia's national values in the gloh.:ll
l.'lllllllltllllt y.

ThL' DFAT ( 1997. pi l st<.tll:s that "Australia's security anll its economic interests arc
inL'Xtricahly linked tn the security of the Asia-Padlic ... Glohal issues, especially the
pnllifL'ratillll \lf we;tpllllS llf m<tss Jcstruction, have signiJicant security implications
fnr Austrakt".

rvtinistcr for Foreign Affairs Mr. AlexanJer Gowner, when addressing the ASEAN
30111 Anniversary Seminar in 1997 summed up the importance of ASEAN to
Australian fnreign policy and the emphasis that is currently placed on the region by
the DFAT hy stating ...

Certainly, the Australian Government has no higher foreign policy priority than to
contrihutc to the evolution of our region. And there is no heucr way of Uoing that
than through the establishment of close and supportive links with ASEAN and its
cnnstituent countric..<;. Australia is now rapidly tlevcloping economic and security
link.'> with the region. 1l1is is a trend we can expect to sec continuing, if not
accelerating, for the fnrc..<;ccahle future.

Ramcsh Thakur looks at Australia's relationship with Asia in a more cautious light
preferring to focus on the positive impacts on regional engagement with the A.;;iaPacific incorporating "South A11ia, Northeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific ",
(1998, p l) rather than simply one trading hloc such as ASEAN. His thesis (1998,
pI) ...
Where in previous centuries Asia-Paci11c propinquity was a curse to he avoided
through exclusionary inunigralion, security and trade policies, today it is an
opportunity to he exploited through cooperative enmeshment. ...

makes a poignant statement about the increasing importance of the regmn as a
whole and the emerging need to focus foreign policy on establishing close mutually
beneficial tics with the region in areas outside of politics, security and trade such as

cultural relations.
22
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One majm statement m the white paper ((' of /\, 1997, piii)
irnportancc nr t.lipkmacy in building

hilatl~ral relationships (a

Chapter Twu
di.~cu.~scs

the

major p;u t of

Australia's global and regional strategies) in relation to advancing national interest
stating "Further dcvclt1ping imrantant established bilateral rclatiiJilShips, nurturin£

newer relationships which l'ngage key Australian interests, and expanding

other.~

which offer npportunitics for Australia will he the core part of the Government's

I intcrnatinnall Jiplnmatic activity."
Focusing this engagement on Asia, particularly ASEAN (as it is important to
Australian economic st.ability). through further developed foreign policies based in
communication rather than politics and economics can only aid Australia in
improving relationships and building stronger tics with Asia.

In essence, Australia must set priorities (other than in trade and commerce) to
ensure survival of the nation in an increasingly global society. Woolcntt (1997)
suggests these priorities should be hased around increasing the strengths of our
relationships and improving our tics with countries in our region such as Japan,
China, India and Indonesia and increasing Australia's power and presence in
Washington. Woolcolt suggests that the major tool for achieving these objectives is

diplomacy.

This is not a case of realising the importance of long-term relationship-building for
the sake of the national interest, hut prioritising these relationships and selling
objectives to work towards. specificaJly dealing in diplomatic relations and
communication.

Public Relations and Public Diplomacy: Convergence of Theory
One of the few articles on the relationship between public relations and diplomacy,

(by Signitzer and Coombs, 1992, pl37-8), discusses the obvious link between the
two disciplines and the lack of research in the two areas stating ...
U1e exact ideas and concepts which can be transferred from one area to the other

have yet to be fully delineated and tested ... AIU1011gh governments arc rctogniscd
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as actors in international puhlir.: relations. tile llu:oreti<.:al and pra<.:ti<.:al puhlic
rl'latilms

litcr~tturc

has hL·en nmspicuDusly silent almut this issue.

Signitzer and Coombs ( 1992) disc:uss the bet that internatinnal relations and internation t:ommunic:ation and relationship building (as

(~cfined

and discussed earlier)

haw unly been discussed in foreign pnlicy. not public relations and communications
management. The article discusses a model of converging public relations and

public diplomacy for the purpose of improving the foreign affairs efforts of nation
.states.

A common theme in Signitzcr and Coombs' (19{}2) theory is the role that cullure
plays in the practice of public diplomacy and international public relations. This is
referred to as cultural diplomacy. The goal of cultural diplomacy, as discussed by
Signitzer and Coombs (1992, pl42). i.s "to convey a favourable image of one's
culture with a view toward facilitating diplomatic activities as a whole". Bodies that
undertake cultural diplomacy include government foreign departments, cultural
institutions

and specialist

agencies

such

as

international

public relations

consultancies.

The definition of cultural relations given by Mitchell (1986, p5 h as discussed by
Signitzer and Coombs (1992, pl42) gives a clearer picture of the relationship
between the purpose of diplomacy and public relations for advancing national
interest, "At their most effective, their purpose is to achieve understanding and
cooperation between national societies for their mutual benefit.''

Signitzer and Coombs (1992) also discuss and compare the relationship between
models of public relations practice and models of cross-cullural communication.
The comparison by German writer Pcisert (1978) of the different cultural
communication models used by nations, and Grunig and Hunt's (1984) four models
of public relations practice, show distinct commonalities between public relations
and diplomacy - in this case, cultural diplomacy. The researcher believes that these
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of diplomacy, including

traditit)nal diplomacy.

Signitzcr and Coombs (I tJlJ2, p 145) conclude their research review hy commenting
upon the work of Kiehl ( 19X9) who .says, "a relationship between the two areas
docs cxisl. Public relations and public diplomacy Jo seck similar uhjcctives and usc
.similar tools to reach those objectives". Signitzer antl Coombs go on to say that the

major problem in research into this relationship is that theorists tend to neglect one
arcn in favour of another and don'tlook closely into the factors that constitute that
relationship. They complete this argument by stating ...
Public rclatimt<; and public diplomacy arc in a nawral process of convergence, a
process which should he cultivated and not ignored. Only a series of theory based
empirical studies will facilitate this convergence of research traditions which, in
the past, have evolved in quite different intellectual and academic seltings and in
ncar isolation from each other ( 1992, pl46).

In Conclusion
There is a need for further research into what constitutes a relationship between
public relations and diplomacy, to build a model of effective diplomatic relations.

Foreign policy researchers have neglected the area of public relations and a model
needs to be conceptualised, incorporating the similar principles of public relations
and diplomacy that can be generalised and applied to government foreign affairs
across the globe.

Australia has been used as an example of the current way in which diplomacy and
foreign affairs is practised in Western cultures and the researcher believes that by
incorporating principles of cultural communication and cultural diplomacy into the

model, it can be applied generically.
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Th~

study was L'llmiuL'lL'd in tw11 stages using two different

method.~.

Chapter Three

The resean.:h was

L'llndul't~d to gather initial ~:vidence to support or refute the hypothesis that excellent

public rt>latinns principks and principles of intcrnatinnal Jiplomacy arc similar in the
int~rnatinnal

politic<.d

s~tting.

The quantitative analysis stage will he rcfcrn.:d to as the

survey stage :111d the qualitative analysis :-;tage will he rciCrreJ to as the Delphi stage.

Th~ survey stage

was perlimned to test correlational relationships, (not causal

relationships) and the Delphi .swgc was descriptive for the purpose of analysing variables
in an environment that has prcvim.:.sly not been tested.

The cxtelll or interference was minimised and the respondents were surveyed in their
normal working environments and the setting was an uncontrived field study. The study
was conducted as a onc~shot study looking at a single pcriod~of-time. It was not
conducted again at another point in time. The unit of analysis was the individual, for
both stages.
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I.1::iE RESEARCH PROPOSAl,
The ncdsitln l'rnhlcm
'l'ltt' rdt'l'mtn' and apfllication r~( fJtdJ/ic relatiom· theorit•s to Austrolian diplommic
('(I/ filii/ Ill

Th~

j C(/(it 111.1' II/( /1/(1 g ('I Ill' /If.

study was l'undw.:tcd in order to evaluate ihc l'onvergcncc of the theories of

L'XL'L'ilcnt public rl'lations ami communications management (Grunig: J()Y2, llJ<.i5),
t:xccllent international public relations (Wakclicld: Jt;{)5) ami imcrnational relations,
partiL'ularly in the area of diplomacy. It was believed that converging this theory with
established international relations theory would be beneficial to the further development
of public relations as an academic profession, applicable to a diverse range of areas.
Research of thi:.; nature can only build upon existing theory and add depth of knowledge
to both the areas of public relations and international relations, panicularly diplomacy.

The researcher was also interested in applying this theory to the Asia-Pacific region, to
study the diplomatic relatinnships between Australia and ASEAN, the ma.ior trading bloc
of the region. The current instahility of the region due to the "Asian economic
meltdown", and the impending impact on Australia, posed a numhcr of interesting
questions. However, it was L'onsidcrcd nm possihlc, due to resource constraints, to
include this area in any great depth. The researcher believed it would be interesting for
the study to investigate diplomats from ASEAN nations working in Canherra in the
study to bring new insights into the research from an "Asian" point-of-view, in order to
incorporate the ASEAN variable into the study.

This study looked at one particular body of knowledge in order to establish one possible
alternative to diplomatic communications management, based in public relations theory
rather than the traditional area of international relations.

The Research Problem
Can the theories of international public relations, excellence in public rl'lations and
communication management and international relations, particularly diplomacy, be
applied to Australian diplomatic programs to improve the effectiveness (~(the programs
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that tilt'

lh'f!Or/1/ll'llf

£~(

For£'i.!ill i\.f.l(tirs wul 'l'mrll' dr·l•rloJIS,

<:haptcr Thrt•c
imtd£'11/l'llf.\· und

coordinati'S both 1ritltin Australia {/1/d m•t•n·eos in order to:

I. Achit'\'l' li.n\'ign pnlicy ohjct:tiws and
1

Establish ami maimain lung term mutually bt!nelit:ial rclation.\hips with members of
ASEAN and uthcr nations of Asia that are nnt party to the trading him:'!

The Rcscotn·h Qucstitms
The research questions were answered hy the two methods used m the study. The
research questions \.,'ere:

\.

Is the DF AT characterised hy a participative or authoritative organisational culture'!

1

Is the DFAT characterised hy a mechanical or organic organisational structure'!

3. Do the employees of the DFAT hold opinions of departmental or individual job
satisfaction?

4.

Docs the organisational culture factor of the Grunig Excellence Study ( 1995)
factorisc the same way in this environment as it did in Grunig's organisations?

5.

Do senior diplomats from Australia and ASEAN hold similar views to puhlic
relations practitioners on the key aspects of international public relations and
communications management?
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TIIEOU.ETICAL FRAMEWORK For Organisational Culture Study (Figure Two)

t \•I~<'<'! I\<' "-"- unh\ ulu.tl

ok<'l-"'\111\1.1~111~

f----------j

I

t',•lk.-t•w ,._,_],hh\'ldu.d
\',\hi<".<

]]u)l,-.,.-,.,,m-.·rn vs.l.!<·l.
uf -'U<h nlll<'<'f'll f,,,
r•:upk

l.ung·tc·rm ,._,,_,h,>lllc'lnl<'lll['l<')lllc't\l

I

Sluw v.<. f.1.'l
,·v.tlu.ltl<\11,\lhl
protn<>tiun
~nn-spo:d,lhs~d

v.<.

~1"-'ciali.<~d c·.~r,·,·r

ll.IUL<

Participative or Aut.horit.ative
Organisational Cuhure

f,lf 1"-'Tf<>rmancc
rath~r than llo.'Tsonal

R~wJ.ni-;

conn~c1ion.;

.Sncr~lallll"'l'h~rc

among ~mploycc.< .md
managers off the Juh
Integration vs.
Jndivit!u.di.<m

Ucci.<ion nMking hy
tradition, rational pro<.:c.'i.<,
OJ"-'" dd~atc, trial and crrur.
sckntific rc.1carch or
authority.

Emph:L<is on time

I

r'nn<f'.<n~ll'rnn•.<<o'.<

Importance of innovation, trarlition.
ami efficiency a.1 organi.<ational
values
Autlwritarian vs.participativc
management style

Lihcml vs. Conservative value.;

I

Coojlo.'Tation v.;. domination in
relationships with publics

System OJ1<!11 V.I. c!osetlln iL~
cnviwnmcnt

N.B. Adapted From the original
unpublished results of the "Excellence
Study" (1995).

I
I
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The urganisatiunal cultun: facwrs that were derived li·nm the

result.~

of the Excdlence

Study ( \lJ9:2, 1995) were nf most intcre.st to this particular .<.tudy hecausc they describe
the internal structure. politics and cmph1yec llltlralc

or an lll"!!anisatitlll.

The litcraturL' n:vil.'w stage: uf the (irunig study ( I<J<J2J found that an organisation has
certain charactc:ristics, which dustc:r
nrgani.satinn that i.s

indicativ~

or

a.~

citlu:r 'participative' or 'authoritative'. An

a participative: culwrc is more likely to practit:e

c:xrei!Lnt Clllnmunicatinn.s managcmc:nt than an organisation that shows primarily
authoritative characteristics.

The ·organisational culture· factor of the study was one of three factors investigated.
The researcher believed that it was of more value, at this point in the research process.
to study only one factor due to resource constraints. The 'organisational culture' factor
was chosen because it provides insig!lt inLo the beliefs of the emph1yees of a department
rather than its top executives who arc often far removed from the everyday operations
of the department and therefore arc not as likely to answer objectively.

The Organisational Culture Variables
The set of variables depicted in Figure Two represent variables characteristic of the two
states of organisational culture that an organisation can possess, according to Grunig
(1992).

The following analysis shows which of the two states of organisational culture,
'participative' or 'authoritative', is indicative of the DFAT, according to the perceptions
of a sample of employees. In this case, if the department has a participative culture, it is
more likely that the management of relationships with its key publics would he excellent.

The following variables arc indicative of either a more authoritarian or a more
participative organh;ational culture. As stated by Grunig ct al ( 1995), those on the right
represent authoritarian cultures whilst those on the left represent participative cultures.
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Tht•sc mrittblcs inclucft':

\. C'nlb.:tiw vs. Individual Respnn.sibility
.,

C'oii~L·tiw

v.s. Individual

d~cision

making

3. Cnlb:tivc v.s. lm.lividual values
4. Holistic concern v.s. lack nf such concern for people

5. Long-wnn vs. shnrt-term employment
6. Slow vs. fast cvaluatiun ami promotion
7.

Non-specialised vs. specialised career paths

8. Shared missinn vs.

llll

shared missinn

9. Rewards for performance rather than personal connections

to. Social atnwspherc among managers and employees off the job
11. Integration vs. individualism
12. Decision-making hy tradition, rational processes and authority vs. open debate, trial
and error ami scientific research.
13. Emphasis on time vs. lack of emphasis on time.
14. Consensual Processes vs. non-consensual processes.
15. Importance of innovation, tradition, and efficiency as organisational values
16. Participative vs. authoritarian (authoritative) management style
17. Liberal vs. conservative values
18. Cooperation vs. domination in relationships with publics
19. System open vs. closed to its environment.

It is important to note that although these variables were classified as either authoritarian
or participative by the Grunig study ( 1992), this researcher believes that this
classification docs not apply to all of the variables. Some of the variables such as
"Emphasis on time" and "Decision making by tradition, rational processes, open debate,
trial and error, scientific research or authority" could he rated on a continuous scale, as
shown below. In any case, the research docs not establish absolutes hut a 'tendency
towards'.

~More participative

More authoritarian
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Fllr this rcasun. it Gllllhlt he proposed that
autlu1ritarian

charact~~ristics c;~n

itll

urganisatitlll that

Chaph•r Three
display.~

primarily

llt.::t:essarily he categt1riscd as aut!Jtlritarian. It can cJtJ!y

be said that that nrganisation is more authoritarian in nature than panidpativc, and
would thcrcflll"C he mun: likely to not practice excellent commlmications management
ami public relations. accnnling to the dassi!ications given hy Grunig c.t a! (I lJI.J2).

The Opinions of Experts Variables
The delphi study was conJucted to determine if there were other variahles of interest
that could nut he aJdres.sed in the survey stage due to the quantitative nature of the
survey technique. It is important to note that the delphi method of successive rounds of
surveys (used hy Dr. Wakclield) was not used here because of the restraints of time and
linance. Simply. the instrument was utilised because of its relevance lO this study.

The variables nf interest were extracted from the literature on international puhlic
relations. particularly the work of Dr. Robert Wakeliekl, who u:;cd the delphi method of
qualitative surveying to gain consensual agreement among international public relations
practitioners on the most imporLant variables for international public relations and
communications management practice.

A qualitative, rather than quantitative, method was employed because of the lack of
depth of meaning in quantitative data analysis. Although a quantitative methodology is
useful in gaining hard empirical cvit.lencc, it cannot give the meaning behind the
numbers. In a field such as international public relations, (and in this case diplomacy and
international relations) numbers arc not sufficient to substantiate the building of a new
body of theory.

The inherent difficulty in incorporating public relations theory and international relations
theory into one survey, was also a consideration when determining the appropriate
method. The variables had to be moult.led together to incorporate both sets of themy.
Wakefield's study (1995) was an obvious choice because only minor changes to the
instrument were needed to answer the research question.

B1·ocknmn ll)lJ1)
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The \':triable nf primary interest in the dc:Jphi study was the perception of experts of the
rL•Iationship of itHL'rnatiunal puhli<: relations

prim:iph.~s

to diplomacy and /"t)rcign policy.

E\'l'n tiHlugh thL' expert would nnt he awarL' that the

question.~

they were answering

related to public relations rather than diploma<:y, it was believed that the information
that could be gathered from the study would he invaluable for an!oiwering the research
lJUC.Stions, when im:nrporated with the resuhs from the quantitative analysi:-;.

It was necessary to gather information from the point-of:.view of a group of experts who
had in-depth knowledge of the daily operation of a diplomatic mission, and the purpose
of foreign affairs, both form the Australian and Asian perspective, to show the
relationship between the principles of diplomacy and excellent international public
relations.

If it could be shown that the principles arc similar, according

lO

these experts, then

further analysis can be undertaken to quantitatively establish which of these principles
arc closely related and which have the most significant effect on international diplomatic
relationships between nation-states.

The purpose of studying this group of variables was not to establish a quantitative
relationship but to show a link between the communication culture of a foreign affairs
department, and the opinions of diplomats in the overseas posts. The researcher
investigated the factors in the international environment which arc similar in both
international public relations and international foreign relations and which related to the
diplomat's opinion of the foreign department's ability to manage diplomacy.

Dr. Wakefield's research was based on fourteen propositions that were offered to
international public relations experts around the world to establish final consensus on
which of the propositions were of most significance to the practice of excellent
international public relations. The final fourteen propositions were again m.cd in this
study to determine if diplomatic experts hold similar views to the public relations experts
on the conditions that a11ow for excellent international communications management.
These propositions arc shown in Figure One (Chapter Two, p 16-17).
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These pmpositinns were taih1red to this study by substituting the words' international
public relatiuns' with 'intcrnatilmal diplom;u;y and cornmunicatitm~ management'.
Prnpn.sitiun Five was nut indudcd in the study

bt:cau.~~

it was coru:crncd with a

multinatinnal cnqHlration rather than a gDvc:rnmcnL The length of the research
instrument was a conct:rn hecau.sl~ Juring initial rc.~carch, the researcher was advised that
a .smaller questionnaire with easily unJcr.~tood questions would be more likely to he
~mswcreJ

than a lnng, ambiguous .~urvcy. Gainin£ as much data as possible was of prime

concern, hence the change in the instrument.

1\.Jajor Expected Findings (Hypothescsl
The seven hypotheses (stated on pS-0) were tested to answer the decision problem and
five research questions (sec p2R).

Limitations
There were several limitations inherent in a study such as this that inhibited the research
process. The main limitations were those on time and financial resources. To include all
the relevant litcratur~ and analyse all the relevant variables was not possible in the time
limit given, and the financial resources allowed for an Honours level thesis. As such, the

study was refined to include only that data that could be realistically researched,
collected and analysed.

The researcher docs acknowledge the importance of not disregarding variables that
could not he included here in the overall theoretical framework, and suggests that these
variables be included in future studies to extend the boundaries of this research in order
to refine the theory.

Time Frame and Schedule of Activities

The study was conducted over u one-year period from May 1998 to May 1999. The
development of the decision problem began with an initial search for ideas through a
review of literature, to the development of the research problem, research questions and
the construction of the research proposal.
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:\ tlwmugh litera!Ure review was undertaken through

th~

Chapter Three

usc of library and government

databases bnth in Perth and in Canberra, particularly the Australian National University

library

sy.stL~m.

Initial interviews wen.~ undertaken with employees of the DFAT in Canberra to gather
initial primary data to further Ucvctnp the research problem and quc!oitiuns.

Thl' analysis was conducted in a three-month pcriud beginning with the development of
thl' questinnnain:-s tn the lirst mail-out, the .second mail, the final count of responses and
thc initial data entry.

The qualitative survey was conducted in conjunction with the quantitative survey. It was
not pnssihlc w gain access to personal interviews with diplomats participating in the
survey due to .several factnrs nut of the control of the researdtcr such a.~ the Indonesian
student riots and the Malaysian and political scandals that erupted at the same time as
the questionnaires were being mailed out. Both these countries were included in the
survey population ·and thu.s these evcnL.s had a significant impact on the responses from
these countries.

The data analysis was conducted over a one-month period. The first draft was then
wrillen incorporating all information collected to date. The second draft was then begun
with the culmination of all literature, qualitative and quantitative data.

The final draft wus then submitted for corrections and final suhmission to the appointed
examiners.
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Ii::!E DEL.PHI STAGE
The delphi stage was sn named because the instrument used was an adaptation of Dr.
Rubert Wakefield's international public rclatinns delphi instrument. This study was not a
replica of Dr. Wakclicltl's study because the delphi method in its entirety was not used.
Rather. the survey instrument was utilised

hccau.~c

of its design and relevance to this

study.

As discussed in Chapters Two and Three, Dr. Wakefield's research was based on several
propositions (sec p 17-l X). These propositions will also be used to answer the research
questions of this study associated with this stage of the research.

However, before the findings can be discussed the sampling design, questionnaire design
and data analysis methods, used to generate these findings, will first be discussed.

THE METHOD
Sampling Design
The Population
The population from which the respondents were selected was 'all senior diplomats
representing Australia in overseas posts and all senior diplomats representing ASEAN
nations posted in Canberra' The population frame used was a listing of ASEAN
embassies

and

high

commissions

and

their

respective

ambassadors

and

high

.;ommissioners, provided by the DFAT office in Perth, and a listing of Australian
ambassadors and high commissioners on the DFAT home page on the Internet.

The Sample
The sampling method used was judgment sampling, a non-probability sampling
technique. This was chosen because it identifies respondents based on their expertise in
the area of diplomacy. The sample consisted of 25 diplomatic personnel from ASEAN
embassies and high commissions in Canberra and Australian embassies and high
commissions in ASEAN countries.
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l )nit/Respondent
Th~ r~spnmknts

sctl)!ld and third

wcr~

diplom<l!S, including alllh<l.'·i.'i<ldms, high commission~rs, !irs\,

sccr~tarics

from Australian embassies ami high-t<>mmissi<>ns <>verscas

and ASEAN embassies and high Cl>mmissil>ns in Canberra.

llata Collertion Methods

The survey method used in the di.!lphi stage was undertaken in one round due to the lack
of time and financial resources to conduct more than one round.

The lirst phase of the delphi was a round of introductory telephone conversations to the
DFAT's Perth office to gain a list of Australian and Asian Ambassadors and highCommissioners.

The second phase was a second round of telephone conversations with personnel from
embassies and high commissions in Canberra to establish the likelihood of participation
and cooperation from their senior diplomatic personnel.

It was then established that it would not be possible to arrange personal interviews with
these diplomats for several reasons:
1. They were posted either overseas or in Canberra.
2. Their work is of a classified nature and protected by the FOI act.
3. The .study coincided with the eruption of violence and political instability in the
ASEAN region, particularly in Malaysia and Indonesia. As such, it was not possible
to interview senior diplomats from the region.
4. Many did simply not want to be part of the study for reasons unknown.
5. Many of the diplomats did respond with regret but were very professional and
supportive of the success of the study. Some were interested in receiving final resulls,
even though they were not involved.

The third phase was the devr.lopmcnt of the instrument. After gaining permission from
Dr. Wakefield, the questionnaire was designed, edited, reviewed, and sent to 25
Ambassadors

and

High Commissioners

both in

Australia

and

overseas.

The

questionnaire was composed of seventy-one questions taken from the international
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public relations ddphi instrumcnl. The respondcrlls were asked lO answer, to the hcst of
thcir ability, on a five point Likert scale as well as adding further comments and insights.

lt was made clear that all comments were: going to he quoted in the final report hut

respondents were given the choke of remaining anonymous or having their names
associated with the comments. All declined

lO

be named hut were not against their

comments being used.

A deadline was sc:t for return of completed surveys of two months from the date of post
and the fourth stage was a follow-up lelter to those respondents asking for completed
questionnaires and possible phone interviews. Two respondents indicated they would be
available for interview, hut upon a telephone request were not available at the time most
convenient. again due to reasons given previously. The fiflh phase was a second
reminder letter again asking for completed surveys by the given date and the sixth stage
began at the adjournment of the survey phase. The surveys were collected and the
quantitative data inputed using the computer-based statistical package SPSS (statistical
package for social science).

Questionnaire Design (See Appendix Three.)
As previously stated, the instrument used in this stage was an adaptation of Dr.
Wakefield's delphi instrument. The questionnaire was then reworded and structured to
suit the content and scope of this study.

Several questions were removed from the questionnaire, based on advice and a review of
literature, to ensure that the maximum number of respondents would answer the
questionnaire. The original survey consisted of ninety-seven open and closed-ended
questions, which was believed to be too lengthy for the survey population. Diplomats
have very little time to answer such questionnaires and this survey would be competing
for attention with other surveys for other studies. Upon advice from a source in
Canberra, it was believed that the shorter the questionnaire appeared to he, the more
interest it would generate and the more respondents would participate.

It was believed that because the study was qualitative and did not rely on statistical
rigour or reliability, removing questions from the instrument would not severely hinder
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or tb\! findings of the Delphi stage. The flnali."icd

lJUl'.Stiilnnairt• cnn.si.stcd of !-iCvcnty-onc open and cln!-icd ended qu!.!sLions from the
nriginal .survey with .slight variations in language. The stnH.:lurc of the questions was not
dr.mgcd. lnstc-.ld, words and phrases such
rcplacl~d
stat~··

a~

"public relations" and "organisation'' were

with "diplomacy.. , "diplomatic communications management" and "nation-

rc.spectJvdy.

The qu\!stionnairc wa.s double-sided, again to give the appearance of a short, "tick-andnick .. .survey with instruction nn how to usc the five-point Iikert scale and a section
allL)Wing the respondent to .show interest in receiving a copy of the findings and being
involv\!d in a round of personal telephone interviews.

Dr. Wakefield used a five-point scale in the original study, in order to collect
ucmographic data and basic descriptive statistics to provide support to the qualitative
findings. This scale was again used for the same purposes. The questions were mainly
open-ended to "allow the respondents to answer in any way they choose" (Sekaran:
1992, p203) and to provide further data based on expert knowledge of the field with

more insight and depth than closed-ended questions can provide.

Methods of Data A nalvsis
The quantitative results were gained from statistical analysis using the computer-based
statistical package SPSS and the qualitative results were gained by rea.'>onable deduction.
There was not enough qualitative data to require the use of a qualitative computer
package.

The results were discussed in relation to Wakefidd's fourteen propositions and their
relationship to diplomacy and international relations based on theoretical deduction.
These propositions were treated as hypotheses that required further analysis and study.
This setting is different and yet has not been studied in the realms of international public
relations; hence, the need for further research as provided by this study.

The analysis performed by Dr. Wakefield was different in that several rounds of answers
from the same respondents were collated until a consensus was achieved to build the
fourteen propositions. This analysis was performed not to achieve further consensus but
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to pnwidl' l'vidcncl' that the principles of cxcdlcnl international puhlic relations, as
pcn.:civl'd by international public

relation.~

diplomaL'y, as pcn.:l'iwd hy diplnmats, are

or l'xL'cllcnt

practition~.:rs,

.~irnilar

and t.:xt.:dknt intt.:rnational

and can he

f'LL~ed

to develop a theory

intl'rnatiunal diplnmatic communications management outside the realms of

international rclatillllS and political theory.

The majlH' .statistics used in this analysis were mean, .standard deviation and mode. The
mode is the only statistic used in the writlcn analysis because it provides more
description of the responses than .simply the average answer.
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RESUL.IS
Response Rate
Out nr the 25 quL'Sliunnaircs that were sent out, only six were sent hack after two rounds
nf reminder letters. The six replies represented a 24r;1, response ;ate that was c:.:onsitlerctl

acccptahk.

Only twn nf the .six re.spnntlcnt.s answerctl the open-ended questions to a suhstantial
extent. Their cnmmcnt.s were used in the analysis to pruvide further validation of the
findings. However, although they tlid m>l mind being directly yuotcd, they did imist they
remained anonymous.

Demographics
1. Job description of the respondent.
The data generated from this question, using an ordinal scale, showed that ali of the
respondents wew senior diplomats, either high commissioners, ambassadors or firstsecretaries.

2. Gender of the Respondent.
Interestingly, all of the respondents were male.

3. Home nation of the respondent.
Out of all the nations that were included, (all members of ASEAN) only four nations
were represented; Australia, Indonesia, Korea and Malaysia.

4. Years of Experience
Out of the four categories, one responded between I 0 and 15, and the other 5 responded
more than twenty, years.

5. Knowledge of the local culture of their host nation.
One respondent indicated he had 'excellent knowledge' of the local culture whilst the
other five respondents believed they had 'good knowledge' of the local culture.
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6. Knoulcdgc or global politics.
Again, one rc.sptmtknt bdicved he had 'excellent knowlet.lge' of global politics, the other
fiVl' hclil'ving they had 'goml knuwkdgc' of global politics.

Typical Profile of Rcspomlenls
The respondents were male, .senior diplomats with over ten years of experience in the
diplumatic .service from a diverse range of nations with a good level of knowledge of
hoth the local culture of the nation in which they arc postell anll of global politics.

Questions Dealing with Excellence
Dr. Wakefield included questions on excellence to determine the similarities and
di!Tcrcnccs between excellent domestic public relations and excellent international public
relations. This focus was also included in this .study. The tJUe.stions relating to excellence
arc 1,2and5.

The questions were answered using the live point Iikert .scale described by Figure Three.

1
Strongly
Agree

2
Agree

3

4

5

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

l'igure Three

Question I 'Excellent domestic communications mmwgemmt of pu!J!ic policy and

excellent colmmmications management of foreign policy are essentially the same·
generated a most common answer of 4 'disagree' with 50% of the responses.

The two respondents who commented on this question had differing opinions. One stated
'"Generally speaking, polirv makers need to address an issue within the context of bOlh
domestic politics a.'i well as foreign policy. If the two needs arc compatible, then it is
easier for the policy maker, but if the contrary is the case, as .sometimes occurs, it can
become complicated."

The other respondent stated "Because the targets, context, and cmplmsis arc different and
because of the need to take into account domestic versus foreign tensions, at both ends.
communications management of foreign policy and public policy arc not the .same.
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The consensus w:1s disagreement. that ~.:ommunicatJons managcmcllt of dumcstic policy
and foreign policy arc not the .same. This was not unexpected. The nature of the:
intcrnatinnal cummunicatinns environment makes the cxc~:ution oJ Jim;ign policy
cnmpkx due tn the increased numbers of key public.~ accompanied by a weh of diffcrelll
cultures. politics and .sncil'tal values, all uf which need to he taken into account when
communicating foreign pulicy.

Que.stiun.s 2 'Mmwging inft'mational commw1ications is C!XfHJI1t'ntially more complex

than domestic commtmicatioll.\' because of more diverse groups. cultures, types of media,
l!conomic climatt'.\' and teclmologit•.•;' yielded a mode of 2 'agree' with 06.7(,7r. of the
responses suggesting strnng agreement.

However, one of the respondents made a valid statement commcming, "Both arc
complex and in Australia. all these diversities exist as well". This suggests that countries
with diversities within the domestic borders may need to treat domestic and foreign
policy in a similar fashion almost by combining the two in certain puhlic policy
environments such as ethnic matters and cultural policy decisions.

Although the majority of the respondents agreed with this statement, domestic diversity
contributes to the complexity of public policy suggesting that communications
management of both policy area._<;j is diflicult.

The most common response to Question 5 'Dom£'stic communications management and

international communications management should be rhe same in terms of goals and
strategies but d(fferent in terms of tools and

tactic.~'

was predominantly 2 'agree' with

50% of respondents showing general agreement.

One respondent commented "While countries do not necessarily have the sam!.!
objectives, they have to work towards attaining mutual benefits based on mutual respect
and shared responsibility". Another stated 'this is true whether referring to different
national interests or common objectives being pursued."
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Tk rl'sults or this staiL'Illel\t sh(l\Wd agrl'l'llll'llt with WakL·Jield'.\ uriginal finding.\ and
thL' nntion !lf 'gl(1bal publit: relations': the ovnall puhlit: relations campaign should he
thl· salllL' in all hmt nat iuns in terms of tlw 'why' hut diffcn·:nt in h.:rms of the 'how'.

j\lajor Fimliu~s of Excdlruce Quextious
The rnnsensus was agreL'Illl'llt although the general response to Question l was
disagrL'L'IllL'Ilt. This sug.,gl'sts that e.\cdlc!ll international t:ommunicauons management

ami L'XL'CIIcnt

Lh,rnestic

t:!lmrnunicatitlllS

management

(in

tl1i.s

case internatitlnal

diplnmacy and puhliL' JiplumacyJ are nut the same because of the complexities of the
irHe-rnatinnal pnlitu:al. cultural arK.! sueial environments hut should he the same in terms
or goals ands strategies.

The Fourteen Propnsitions
The result fmm each of the propositions was condensed into table format and analysed.
The questions associated with each proposition arc stated at the beginning of the
analysis. This was done because of the sheer amount of data that was generated from the
survev.

Proposi( , Jne: Excellent international public relations is based on the philosophy
of two-way symmetrical communication that pervades the organisation worldwide.
In the original study, it was found that this proposition was "supported almost
unanimously as a normative condition." (Wakefield, 1997, pi). The excellence study
also found that two-way symmetrical communication is a desirable worldview but not
always entirely realistic.

The questions afftliated with this proposition were:
3. 'Two-way communication that builds beneficial relationships between two nationstates and the people of those nation-states is: a. possible or b. desirable.'
4.

'Most embassies do not care about creating benefits for people outside the
orgauisation such as local rt::sidents living ncar tht:: embassy, local media, activist
groups and busint::sses.'

6.

'Two-way communication programs cannot bcnelit embassies in terms of oi~jcctives
set by the government of your home nation.'
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1') 1) 1)

9. ·Emha.s.sil'.s that COilL'L'JltratL' only on achit:Vlll!!
acwally hurt their ability to ;tt:hievc thu.st::

Figure hmr .sunHnari.sC'.s thL' results

Ouest inn

l\:1ode

3a

'

.~et objective.~

ill each h<;<,t nation

nhjc~:tivc.s.'

or Proposition One.

a,gree

3h

I

strongly agree

.j

.j

disagree

6

.j

disagree

9

'

agree

OVERALL

agreement

Scale
I.
2.
3.

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutr:~l

4. Disugree

5. Strongly
Disagree

..
One rcspondcm commented on Question 4 stating "Of course, relations between
countries arc conducted between governments, but business to business, military to
military and people to people relationships arc important and, therefore, embassies must
also be sensitive to the view of the media and activist groups etc." Another respondent
stated ·'No emba..o;;sy can be oblivious of its neighbourhood or its constituents/allies in the
country concerned. So the reverse of this proposition i.s generally the case".

Question 6 generated two common answers, 'agree' and 'disagree'. However, the
percentage of respondents who generally agreed with the statement was 50%. One
respondent stated 'Two-way communication is a necessity, and is what we need",
another commenting "Embassies normally only pursue communicmions programs which
du have benefits for the home government objective. Indeed, this is the key criterion in
describing which communications programs should be pursued.

One respondent commented on Question 9 stating ''The relationship needs to be broadbased, not singly issue-oriented. Therefore, au ambassador must be able to always
deepen and broaden the relationship between his country and the country to which he is
accredited." Another respondent stated "This is also a rather improbable proposition. It is
almost certainly true that pursuing broader programs helps achieve set objectives
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uf hl'lp may not always he that !,!real. It docs not J()Jiow automatically that rlllt

pursuing broader programs actually harms pursuit of set objectives."

Major Finding,,· of }Jropo.,·ithm One.
The l:llllScnsus wa.s agreemC"nt with the proposition that
n:latilHlS

{diplllma~.:y)

cx~.:ellent

international public

is based on a philnsophy of two-way symmetrical

suppnrting Wakdlc-ld's ori!,!inal

result.~.

~.:ommunication,

This is an exciting finding for the future of

publit: rdatinns. The nnrmative condition of two-way symmetry as a major condition of
excellent public rdatiuns has been researched in depth hy many public relations
academics and researchers sul:h as the Grunigs. This Jlnding is more proof that two-way
Clllllmunkatinn is considered important hy communicators, even of an entirely different
discipline.

Proposition Two: This two-way symmetrical philosophy will be reflected in the
organisational culture and in internal communication styles worldwide.
In the original study "this proposition also generated support although not as
unanimously as the first one" (Wakefield, 1997, pI).

The questions related to this proposition were:
7.

'Only an organisational culture that values two-way communication can offer
diplomats around the world the respect and flexibility they need to do their jobs well
and achieve objectives that arc set by their home nations.'

8. 'Many embassies and foreign departments have persistent perceptions among
diplomatic staff that only those hired directly by the home foreign embassy arc
treated well, not 'locally hired staff in host nations.'
10. 'The likelihood of tension between local and international interests means that strong
commitment to two-way communication is required.'
64. 'The organisational cullures of the home foreign department often arc not transferred
well to overseas posts,'
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Figure Fin- is a summary of thL· rL·sults !ill·
Ouest inn

Mudc

7

0

agn.T

X

4

disagree

Ill

I

strongly agree

64

0

agree

OVERALL

agn:cment

..

thi.~ proptl.~itJon.

..

One respondent commented on Question X stating "This is a false proposition. Home
hased .staff and locally hired .staff has different status (legally), is perceived differently in
the host country, and is assigned tasks that take account of these differences. It is not a
question of anyone being 'treated well' or not". The same respondent commented on
Question 10 stating "this question is based on the assumption- likelihood of tensionthat is nnt always true by any means. Effective two-way communication is a given
between countries with extensive intersecting interest. so it is hard to conceive of a
situation in diplomacy where there would not be a strong commitment to this".

Major Fiudiug.-t of Proposition Two
The consensus was agreement with the proposition that the two-way philosophy will be
reflected in the organisational culture and internal systems worldwide, again in line with
Wakefield's original results. However, it was found that most respondents believed that
the organisational culture of the home foreign department was often not transferred well
to the overseas posts. This finding highlights a possible area for further study. It is
important to the success of a public rclations/communic:Hions program that the
organisational culture of the home organisation be filtered through to the overseas posts
(be it the foreign affairs department of a nation-state nr a m.ior multinational
corporation). Theories on excellent public relations have .shown that an organisational
culture that supports two-way communication will be more likely to he excellent in
public relations and communications management. A foreign department that can't
and/or doesn't attempt to unify its embassies and high commissions, will not be likely to
practice excellent public relations (in the form of diplomatic relations with its host
nation-state) according to the theory of participative organisational culture in excellent
public :elations and communicatir•ns management.
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~tratc~ir mana~cmcnt

fiJnction

working as part of and directly with senior management and the dominant
l'Ualitiun. wurld\\'idc.

Thl' nriginal rt.'suhs showed "strong agreement to this

propo.~itiun",

(Wakclicld, llJlJ7,

pi).

The quest inns assLH.:iated with this proposition arc:
II. 'Local adaptations to

estahli.~h

mlllual hcnclits with local interest groups makes

supranational (strategies that cross national hon.lcrs) communications management
.strategies impllssihlc.·
13. 'The same strategic communications program

u.~ed

hy your home foreign department

also needs to he used by every cmba.."jsy/high commission managed by your home
department.·
14. 'While it is logical to expect communications management technologies to vary from
nation to nation, it is nevertheless wise for governments to have a common strategy
that all embassies/high commissions should follow.'
15. 'The foreign department cannot and should not be responsible for problems that arise
at a local level (excluding those affecting national interest, security, and the safety of
nationals living and traveling in the area concerned)'.
34. '[[the foreign department involves diplomats posted overseas in policy planning and
formulations processes, it can gain insight about local conditions, resources and
issues affecting the relationship between your home nation and host nations, profiting
from global minded perspectives.'
65. 'Consistent diplomatic communications programs driven from the home foreign
department cannot be successful.'
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Six is a summary of the results hn this pwposition.

Qucsli1m

!\·tude

II

4 disagree

1.1

4

i.li.~agrcl:

14

0

agree

15

0

agree

34

0

agree

65

0

agree

OVERALL

agreement

..

Chaptc1· l'uur
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Question II generated comment by one respondent who staled "there is always a need
for adaptations."

One respondent answered Question 13 by saying "At home, strategic communications
within the government are formulated on broad-based political, economic and other
considerations and are implemented on behalf of the government by the foreign minister.
An ambassador has to know the overall .strategy of the government and has to be more
concerned wilh and able to diplomatically relate to
circumstances of

th~

the specific relations and

government to which he is accredited." Another respondent stated

"Emba.o;sics cannot operate as indepcmlcnt bodies pursuing different goals and strategies
to home departments, especially in the age of global communications.''

One respondent commented on Question 14 stating "While wgional organisations such
as APEC or ASEAN can have common strategies, it docs not entirely eliminate the need
for a national strategy."

Intereslingly, one respondent commented on Question 15 by stating "While the
department cannot and docs not have to be responsible for problems at thl! ll)Cal level,
the embassy has the duty to report to and is accountable to the department."
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Major Findiug.\' of Propo.\·ition Three

The consensus was ugn::ement with the proposition. again, a similar rc.'>ull to Wakellcld's
original Jimlings. This was not unexpected bc<.:ausc diplomacy i.\ a primary function of
the home fnreiga department and is naturally a strategic management function.

One majnr linding was that the respnndents hclievcd it is

po.s.~ihlc

to hav" supranational

strategies hut that these .strategies slmuld not he the same as those used hy the home

fnrcign deparlmenl. Generally. the embassy/high commissions

.~hould

he responsible for

its own communicati11ns management hut that each embassy should usc similar
techniques adapted to local conditions.

Proposition Four: Excellent international public relations is integrated, meaning
that worldwide. practitioners report to the public relations department at
headquarters and work under a single umbrella.

The original results generated agreement wilh this proposition and the affiliated
questions were:

16. 'The cultures in which embassies operate arc so different that is:
a. not possible
b. not desirable
to have an integrated communications management program that it is guided from
the foreign departmclll and that works with ambassadors and not under

c01~plete

control of the embassy.'
17. 'Many senior executives within my nation's foreign department do not understand

what communications management is apart from issuing press releases and doing
charity work.'
18. 'Why not split communications management into two parts:

1. Centrally, the organisation could make the mission statements and their basic
philosophies about how relationships with publics should be fulfilled in varit,us
countries.
2. Locally based diplomats who have an intimate knowledge about specific
problems would have leeway to design communications management in
compliance with the mission statements.'
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33. 'The foreign department needs to run the show when con/lie! has hmken out of local
h11U11daries ;uld threatens natillnal interests llll a wider

.~calc.'

Figure Se\'en is a summary of the re.\ults for this pwpnsition.

Question

Mode

\6a

-l disagree

\6b

.1 neutral

17

-l disagree

I~

,

agree

.1.1

2 agree

OVERALL

agreement

..

.

li1gure Se\'en

One respondent commented on Question 17 insisting ''This simply

IS

not true of

Australia's foreign service today and I doubt that it ever was."

Majar Findings of Proposition Four
Again, the fmdings were .similar to Wakefield's original study. The responses to the
statements indicates that the respondents do believe that excellent international
diplomacy is integrated and .should work under a .single umbrella, run by the home
foreign dcparlment but this proposition is somewhat deceiving because this is already
considered a part of the protocol of diplomacy. Diplomatic relations arc tailored and run
by the home foreign department ami dictated to the overseas posts to allow for unity in
foreign policy. The embassies and high commissions arc given autonomy to handle
situations as they arise but must follow the overall guidelines of the department.

Proposition Five: An excellent international public relations program is not
subordinated to marketing, legal, or other organisational departments.
Proposition five was not included in this study as it related more to profit generating
corporations than government departments. This decision was taken under advice from a
member of the DFAT.
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.. roposilinn Six: Senior practilioncrs

~•II

uvcr the world will he 'Jualiticd in their

positions.
Till' Priginal
ljliL'S1inns

.~I lilly

gcncra1ed unanimous agrccmen1 fm this proposition ami the afliliatcd

\VL'I'L':

I:!. 'When talking ahuut hm:ign polit:y pl:mning, a communications management
h:1t:kgn)und Wllukl hardly suflit:c.'

20. 'Basic skills in managing t:ummunit:ations program:-; don't vary from one culture to
the next.·

21. 'Fnr intcrnatinn:ll diplomatic communication:-; to he effective, diplomats at the
fnrcign department and in ovcr:-;eas posts should he at:adcmically trained according to
intcmath)nal standan.Js nf communicatiun education ami all other relevant fields.·
22. 'Most diplomats in overseas posts arc not w!.:!lltrained in diplomatic communications
and international relations.'

24 (Sec Appendix 3).

Figure Eight is a summary of the results for this proposition.

Question

Mode

12

2 agree

20

2 and 4 (50%)

21

4 disagree

22

4 disagree

24a

2 agree

24b

2 agree

24c

2 agree

24d

2 agree

24e

2 agree

OVERALL

Agreement

.

..

F1gure E1ght

One respondent commented on Question 12 saying "Foreign policy needs to take
account of a range of considerations; political, economic, cultural and ideological."

Another commented on Question 21 .stating "Academic training of this kind ha.s never
been widely sought by foreign services. Rather, practical experience, common .sense
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quality

r~spnndent

hy saying, "Thl' diplumat has to he hmadly

arc

what

JS

rd.:vanl

including

indicatctJ agreement with Question 24

knowlcdg~ahlc

and able to quickly learn as

well as gning Ill till' hL·art uf th~ ma\ll.'r in every issue."

A.ajor Fintling.o; of /'ruposilitm Six
Again. there was nmsensu<.d agn:l.'mcnt with the pmposition, similar to the result of the
nriginal study. The respnmknts helieveJ that Jiplomats must he qualified for their
po.sitinn.s hut this diLl

IHll

simply mean a hackgroumJ in communication. In fact, it was

hclieveJ that a cnmmunications background was .1ot entirely necessary in diplomacy
Jc.spite the fact that the core of diplomacy is strategic communication. This result
highlighted another area for further study. The review of literature found that writers on
diplomacy consider it essential that diplomats he expert communicators not simply
intelligent

people

with exceptional interpersonal

skills.

Diplomacy is

the core

communications tool of foreign affairs, however, the DFAT insist on recruiting people
from professional backgrounds such as medicine, engineering, accounting, economics
and law, all of which have minimal communications focus. An intelligent person will not
necessarily make an excellent communicator, however, the DFAT believe that a major
requirement for their prospective diplomats is common sense and an analytical mind.
The ability to communicate strategically, taking all key publics into consideration, is
again lower down on the list of professional competencies; a common theme in the
professional plight of the public relations discipline.

Proposition Seven: In an excellent multinational organisation, hiring and
promotional practices would foster diversity by offering equal opportunities to
women and "minorities" (those who typically arc not accepted in the cultural
mainstream), in every country.
The original study generated agreement for "the principle behind this propo.sitinn, tlmt
diversity is a positive quality in responding to multicultural publics." (Wakefield: 1997,
2).
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Till' quest inns associated with this proposition arc:

25. 'In regards til the appnintnwnt of female t.liplumats and those members of minority
gruups. more than anything else the foreign department must he responsive
culturl.'

llf

Lo

the

each IHlSt natiun ... '

26. ·1 dn nnt sec the forc•gn department bucking local cultural prac\lccs lO add more

minuritics ami woml.'n to the diplomatit: stall of overseas posts in nations where
discriminatiun is the norm.'
27. 'The llllly critcrinn fnr selecting diplnmatic stall for particular posts is: is that person
thl' hest nne fnr the pnsitiun'.'·
28. 'I agree with the need for representative t.livcrsity m the foreign depanmcnt and
overseas posts.

Figure Nine is a summary of the results for this proposition.
Ouestion

Mode

25

2 agree

26

3 (33.3% agree)

27

I

28

2 agree

OVERALL

agreement

strongly agree

..
One respondent commented on Question 25 by saying "this is a practical problem for
both sides, not a question of cultural imposition" and Question 26 "there could he
situations where it might be done deliberately to encourage a change in the other country
if it were judged that its practices could not he justified."

Major Findings of Proposition Seven
Again, the respondents agreed with the proposition that an excellent foreign department
would foster diversity in its hiring and promotional practices but most believed that
hiring is on the basis of the best person for the job rather than hiring to increase diversity.
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Jlrupositiun

Eight:

Bc'-·ause

the

organisation

Clniromncnt inlcrnatiunally, the puhlk rclatiuns

llcxiblc
Th~

~Uid

a

turhulcnt,

pm~ram

dynamk

is strudurcd to be

adapt<1hlc to that cJivirunmcnt. wurldwidc.

uriginal study gl'lll'ratcd unanimous

::!l)_ 'The

fa('CS

Chapter Fnur

int~rnatiunal

~.:nnununications

agn:cm~nt

to thi.'l proposition with the aniliatcd

cnvimnmcnt is mw:h more turbulent than ever before, thercli1re,

programs shoukl he Jlcxihlc and adaptable to diverse and dynamic

~.:omlitions. ·

30. 'Using

ad\·i~.:~

fi·om

~.:nmmunications

management

expert.~

outside the department

and/nr embassy alhnvs for grealcr Jlexihility in managing programs and achieving
goaLs and

ohj~ctives.'

31. 'The foreign department must he more sensitive to cultural diHCrences than other
government departments.·
32.

'Flexibility means that diplomatic communications must he hascd on thoroughly
conducted research and environmental scanning.'

Figure Ten is a summary of the results for this proposition.

Question

Mode

29

2 agree

30

2 agree

31

2 agree

32

2 agree

OVERALL

agreement

'"
'fen
F1gure

Major Findings of ProprJ.vition Eight
The consensus was agreement with the proposition, although one respondent indicated
that there was a question of degree of flexibility for each nation because of the
differences in conditions between one nation and the next.

Proposition Nine: A nation's level of development will effect the practke of public
relations.
The original study generated consensus for this proposition, however, there was "some
disagreement as to exactly what is meant by the term", (Wakefield, 1997, p3).
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Th~ qu~stinns

afliliatcd with this proposition

3:". 'ThL' GNP (Gross N;ttional Product)

(:haptc•·J<uur

wcr~:

ind~x economist~

a slippery L'illlL'Cpl hL'Causc it dncs nut

takl~

usc to measure development i.. ,

into ;:n.:cou.ll all the

fa~.:tor."i

underlying

hH:al n)nditii)llS. ·
36.

·1r d~vclopmcnt nf a nation-state means GNP per ~.:apita, I don't . . cc it as

affc~.:ting

the

managcnlL·nt t)f dipli)ll\atic Ctllllmuni<.:atit)JIS between natitln-statcs.'

.H.

·rvtanag~mcnt

development·

of diplnmatiL
because

host

communi~.:ations

nat inn

will not he affected by 'level of

compt~ncnts

of an excellent international

diplnmatic cnnummications program will adjust to the local situation and 'translate'
in a way that is acceptable to local stakeholders.'
38. 'A nation's low level of development gives the foreign department the freedom to
develop their own diplomatic communication environment, as opposed to adapting to
on~

that is already structures nr entrenched.'

39. 'Low development affects the avenues and content of communication, low economic
levels affect stakeholder groups who may gain access to a specific service or product;
development will also affect education levels, which in turn affect..., desires to have a
voice and strategies to be heard; these factors all affect the way diplomatic
communications arc managed.'
41. 'In many developing countries, the heritage of colonialism and entrenched elites
created by it contributes to gaps in knowledge, resources and power that inhibit
Jlexibility needed to achieve excellent international communications management.'

Figure Eleven is a summary of the results for this proposition.
Question

Mode

35

2 agree

36

3 (33.3% agree)

37

3 (33.3% disagree)

38

3 (66.7 neutral)

39

2 agree

41

4 disagree

OVERALL

agreement

'
Figure Eleven
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Major FimliiiK·'· of Propositioil.\' Nine
Thnc was t.:unscnsual agreement with

thi.~

propmition th;LI the lcvd of tkvclopmcnt

l'fkt.:ts tilplomacy hmvL'vcr, nmst respondent-; did lltll believe that (iNP

WitS

an au.:uratc

or suhstalllial measure uf the level uf dcvdupmcnt of a natiun-statc. Th1s opens the way
for further rescard1 into which econumic liLctors inllucncc the clfcct of diplomacy on
managing JHllitical and l'l'Lllllllllit.: rclatitlllship.o.; with Llthcr

natiLl/1-.~tatcs.

Proposition Ten: the political system of a given society will influence public
relations.
Thl' original study generated some cunfusion nver which political systems would alfct:t
the practice of public relations and which would mn and to what extent th..:: practice
would be affected.

The questions related to this proposition were:
42. 'Communications management should usc any means to help cmba.'lsies/high
commissions achieve their goals, including building relationships with any political
entity it faces.'
44. 'To be successful in diplomacy, it is necessary to adapt to the political system of a
given society.'
45.

'Political systems have

more of an effect on diplomatic communications

management than cultural factors have.'

Figure Twelve is a summary of the results for this proposition.

Question

Mode

42

2 agree

44

2 agree

45

2 agree

OVERALL

agreement

Figure Twelve
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Major Fimliug,\' of Proposition Ten
There was consensual agreenwnt for this propositinn, with no comment on the type of
pnlitical sock-ty in which the respondent is situated again allowing ruom li1r funhcr
study.

Proposition Eleven: An excellent international public relations program will
respond to varying indicators of cultural differences within and between each
(.'OUiltQ'·

The original study found that culture was one of the most important factors of excellent
international public relations.

The questions affiliated with this proposition were:

46. '"Diplomats must adjust to local cultures."
47. "An important cultural factor is that embassies/high comm1ssmns should identify
with the national interest and be perceived as benefiting the community."

48. "In JiHcrcnt regions of my host nation, there arc large differences in cultures, strong
regionalist (or nationalist) feelings and significant economic diffcn.:r!ces."
49. Adjustment for cultures is very difficult for your home foreign department."

Figure Thirteen is a summary of the results for this proposition.

Question

Mode

46

2 agree

47

2 agree

48

2 agree

49

4 disagree

OVERALL

agreement

I•..tgure Tlurtccn

MaJor Findings of Proposition Eleven
There was unanimous consensual agreement for this

r~~ oposition

indicating that culture,

again, is one of the most important factors of international diplomacy and il is nut
difficult for the home foreign nation tu consider and implement strategies based on
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cultural dilfL·rcnccs. The J)J:A'J' already has substantial
cultul"t~

rc.~!lurccs

a!l!lCatcd

[(I

.<.;tuJytng

and its impact on hncign pnlicy.

l)ropositinn Twelve: Bcl':.luse

lan~uagc

excellent international public relations

nuances vary from

pru~-:rarn

pla<~c

to pia('(:, an

will place people in each cuuntry

who understand those nuances and can deal with them most cfl'cctivcly.
Thl' original study treated this a:-; a separate variahlc to culture hccausc of the large cxll'lll
of impact that language has on diplomatic communication.

The questions <1ftiliatcd with this rroposition were:

23. "Effective communications means you must speak the language and you must know
the culture.''

50.

"Understanding

language

nuances

IS

an

important

clement

in

diplomatic

communications management when building relationships with various policy
communities.,.

51. "The range of language differences even between nations that supposedly speak the
same langunge is deceptively high."

52. 'The usc of expatriates in cmhassics/high commJS.SJons and locals at the foreign
department facilitates more multicultural

feedback within the foreign affairs

processes of a nation."

Figure Fourteen is a summary of the results for this proposition.

Question

Mode

23

4 disagree

50

2 agree

51

2 agree

52

2 agree

OVERALL

agreement

'
"
F1gurc
l•ourteen

Major Findings of Proposition Twelve
There was consensual agreement for this proposition that language nuances have an
effect on the communications management program but that a diplomat docs not
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lll'CL'Ssarily haw to knuw how tu

.~peak

Chapter Fuur

the language tu dlectivdy communicate in a

n:rtain nnmtry.

Proposition Thirteen:

The potential for activism makt!s the intcrnationai

crnironmcnt particul:.trl)' turbulent, but the extent and type uf adivism may vary
from country to country.
The extent nf a<:tivism in a particular nation-state was found to he an important factor in
the miginal study. more so than the level of activism in general as a factor of excellent
internatil1nal public rclatit)llS.

The questions related to this proposition were:
53. 'Activists in my host nation pressure government organisations such as embassies
and high commissions.'
54. 'Adaptation is the best way to avoid activist problems; in my home nation, you can
adapt in a certain way hut on a global diplomatic level, this is impossible.'
55. 'The foreign department is usually more prone than overseas posts to respond
favourably to activL-;t pressures.'
56. 'Activism emerges locally but can spread worldwide in its results: therefore, overseas
posts arc exposed to much more activism than the foreign department."
57. 'I don't sec activism as a problem for diplomatic communication management, but as
an opportunity.'
58. 'The level of activism is a good indicator of the level of diplomatic communications
programs that arc needed in a particular host nation.'
59. 'An excellent international diplomatic communications program will have a local
component in each host nation to scan the environment, identify potential activist
groups, and establish programs to build relationships with them.'
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Figure Fifteen is a summary of the results for this proposition.

Oucslinn

Mode

53

2 agree

54

3 neutral

55

0

56

4 disagree

57

2 agree

5R

2 agree

59

0

OVERALL

agreement

Fi~ure

agree

agree

Fifteen

iWajor Findings of Proposition Thirteen
This proposition generated consensual agreement, similar to the results of the original
study, although most respondents did not believe that the embassies and high
commissions come under more activist pressure than the home foreign depanmenl. This
was an unexpected finding due to the recent developments in the instability of the Asian
region. It could he assumed that embassies and high commissions would be major targets
of political activist groups who disagree with the policies and actions of the targeted
nation-state.

Proposition Fourteen: An effective local component of an excellent international
public relations program will build relationships wit:t local media and with publics
who

rna:: have received unrealistic pictures about the multinational organisation.

The final proposition of the original study generated unanimous agreement with most of
the panelists viewing the media as "the most important local public."

The questions affiliated with this proposition were:

60. 'In the mass media, the "Global Village" is a reality; news about the home
government reaches the local media, whether negative or positive.'

61. 'Local people these day:; understand the power of the media and arc more likely to
usc media coverage to make their complaints known.'
62. 'The embassies and high commissions of my home nation should huild good

relationships with the media of the host nations.'
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63. The

mas.~

media in different

countrie.~

a. the CClllHllllic sup]){Jft base that

aii11W.~

Clwptl'r Four

vary most because of:
techmlltJgical adjustments,

b. the eXtL'Ilt nf their dcpemkncy Oil government,
c.

the extent of their dependency on aLl vert ising,

d. recognitinn hy the media uf their own professional responsibilities.'

Figure Sixteen is a summary of the results for this proposition.
Ouest inn

'

Mode

60

,

<lgrec

61

'

agree

62

2 agree

63a

3 neutral

63h

2

63c

3 neutral

63d

2 agree

agree

-

tovEL~LL

agreement

l<'igure Sixteen

Major Findings of Proposition Fourteen
There was general agreement with this proposition but not as strong as the original
findings. This proposition did not generate any major findings which suggest the need
for further research.
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OVERALL. FINDINGS Of" THE QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Most 11f the prnpositions generated agreement amongst the six diplomats. The results
were similar to thnse of Wakcfidd's original study suggesting that the method and
instrument arc transferable tu

.~evcra! .~ettings.

Some pmhlcms o<:curred in thi.! meanings of some sentences because the instrument was
originally designed

fnr

professionals working in multinational corporations not

embassies and high commis.sinns. However, the differences in the backgrounds of the
panel members did not sewrcly hinder their ability

ltl

answer the questions.

Variables that were considered essential fnr excellent international public relations also
appear to be necessary for excellent international diplomacy. This shows a similarity
bt:twccn the objectives and tools of public relations and diplomacy, although the
environments and publics that each exist within both, arc vastly diJTcrcnt.

Cullure and the effect and power of the media seem to be two of the most important
factors in international diplomacy as well as the level of economic development and the
political system of the host nation state.

However, these results arc not gencralisahlc and can only form a basis for further study
including researching a larger number of diplomats and a more diverse range of nations.
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THE QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH DESIGN
Thl': quantitative survl':y stage uf the research was undertaken

Lo:

I. Tl':st the signilicance and application of the 'Excdlcnce'

instrument~

and subsequent

findings nf the 'Ex<:dlcnce Study' in an environment otherwise not included in the
original Grunig stmly (llJlJ2, 1995).
2. Determine any nl':w signifi<:ant lindings in this environment.

This .stage of the research involved quantitative analysis to provide the statistical data
required to test the hypotheses of the study. It provided a basis upon which to build a
generalisahle model of excellence in internalional diplomacy for Australia's DFAT in the
future.

The survey stage gathered information usmg the employee questionnaire of the
Excellence Study (1992)

lO

determine the organisational culture of the DFAT. An

Excellence Study in its entirety was not conducted, because it did not suit the purpose of
this study.

Sampling Design
The Population
The population from which the respondents were selected can he described as all those
involved in the foreign aJTairs activities of the Australian government. This constituted
approximately 2000 Australian diplomatic personnel. The population frame used to
select participants was a listing developed from the I ~97 /9R Annual Report compiled by
DFAT of those working in all areas of the foreign affairs function of the department.

The Sample
The sample method followed a probability sampling design. Disproportionate stratified
random sampling was used to determine the sample size from the population.

This method was chosen for two main reasons:
I. The population had to be divided into different segments because of the broad nature

of the population.
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ThL' difli:rcnt segments (strata) in the sample <.:onsistcd of difiCring numbers of
possible rcspontknts.

The str:lla used were divided up following the organisational structure of the DfAT. The
divisinns were divided intn branches that wen:: subsequently divided into sections and
task fon:cs. The tina! sample was 300 personnel in total, selected from each of the 15
divisinns of the DFAT.

Unit/Respondent
The unitln:spondents were individuals working for the DFAT, in all sections of all
branches and therefore the unit of analysi:-; can he defined as 'individual'.

Questionnaire Design
The Grunig (1995) empbyee questionnaire was used for the study with two adjustments:
the wording was changed in some questions to suit the setting of the study and the
gender/diversity section was not included. The sentence structures were not changed
(allowing t0r more equivalent reliability to that established in the original Excellence
Study) and the gender, women and minorities questinns were not asked. After
consultation with an employee of the DFAT, it was decided that these questions were not
relevant, and would not be received well by the respondents. The researcher believed this
would not effect the reliability because the questionnaire was divided up into .sections
that were tested separately in the original study, and were not dependent on each ether tn
prove reliability.

The fractionation scale used in the Excellence Study was not used in this study d_ue to the
difficulty past respondents have had in understanding the scale, and upon advice from a
member of the DFAT who suggested using a simple and easy to understand scaling
method to increase the possihility of an adequate response rate. The scales that

wc~re

used

for the lirst three sets ol yuestions were seven point Lickert interval scales and the last
section of demographic questions used nominal scales to provide categorisatinn of
respondents for certain supplied personal characteristics.
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DATA ANALYSIS
The analysis nf the quantitative data was t.:ondm:ted in thn:c stages;

I. Testing the instrument.
Analysing the denH1graphic data.

J. Analysing the descriptive data for any .signilicant Jindings.

Thc following analysis follows these three stages in order to answer to overall

dcci.~ion

pnlhkm .statl:d in Chapter Three (p27).

Testing the Method and Instrument
Response rate: 32/3110 = 11%
The response rate was a disappointing result hut not entirely unexpected. There were
some problems with constructing the sample because of the lack of a formal
possible respondents provided by the DFAT. Again, the main constraint to this

li.~t

wa.~

of
the

fact that the DFAT arc protected by the FOI Act and thus arc not obliged to disclose any
information to the public which would be deemed confidential, including personnel lists.
The sample was therefore dependent on the help of certain people within the DFAT (who
shall remain anonymous) to distribute questionnaires to personnel in their respective
sections. However, this was a small sample of the entire 300 (only 40 questionnaires
were distributed this way).

The fact that the DFAT is closed to the outside environment is another possible reason
for the low rate of response. Upon a visit to ANU, the researcher was advised hy
academic that the DFAT is not receptive to academic research as they arc constanlly
bombarded by research questionnaires and arc subsequently very selective when
choosing which questionnaires to answer, considering the hectic nature of their
occupation. The researcher believed that this was not a sufficient reason to abandon the
thesis and chose to continue with the proposed survey. In hindsight, this advice may have
been more accurate than first believed.

Another possible reason for the l.vw response rate was the timing of the first mail out.
The Asian economic and political meltdown came to a head in October 199X wilh the

l~lll

of the Japanese economy and the Indonesian ami Malaysian political unrest. These were
unexpected and uncontrollable occurrences that happened to fall directly in the
o6
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jurisdidion nf the DFJ\T. The researcher was suhscqucntly
h~~.:omc ;1

harrier to a high rate of

rcspo11.~e hccau.~e

Chaph·1· l'lw
advi.~cd

that thi.'i would

of the high priority that these

happenings wl'rc given hy the Department. Even with the second JHHHc.'iponsc mail-out,
the: response rate remained low. The rcsean.:hcr believes that these international cri.o,e.o,
werl'

lltll'

of the main

rL·asun.~

fur the Jnw respl)n.se rate.

Goodness of D:.1ta- Reliability and Validity
Before the reliability of the instrument was tested, the missing values and outliers were
rcnwvcd from the data to provide information regarding statistical .soundness. The
missing values
s~ric.s)

w~rl'

rcmllVeJ and replaced by the series mean (the mean of the data

by using the appropriate function is SPSS. This was done fur all the variables in

the survey regardless of the scale used to gather the data.

The Cronbach's alpha score for the entire instrument was O.Rll4. This was considered to
be highly reliable. The fact that the alpha score for this study wa.s high shows that the
internal consistency of the measures was also high. indicating a high reliahility for the
instrument overalL
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The Demographic Data
The demographic data provides some insight into the characteristics of the respondents
that may have contributed to their answers. The data is not used to predict answers but to
give an overall picture of the type of people that took part in the survey.

The Age of the Respondent
It was found that the largest group of respondents were between the ages of 31 and 40
years, this group yielding 40.6% of the respondents. This bracket was also the mean
answer for this question. The next highest group was the 20 to 30 years bracket with 25%
of the respondents. Therefore, it can be concluded that the majority of the respondents
were between the ages of 20 and 40. Figure Seventeen is a pie chart of the percentage of
respondents in each age category.

Figure Seventeen

Age of the Respondent

51 to 60

41

to

< 20

old

20 to 30

old

50

31 to 40 years old
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Gender of the Respondent
The majority of the respondents were male, constituting 59.4% of the responses. The
standard deviation from the mean was 0.476. The mode was used in this analysis because
it represents the most common answer rather than the average (The average is not a good
measure of frequency for this question because you can only be male or female, not an
average of both). The mode was male. Figure Eighteen is a pie chart of the percentage of
responses either male or female .

Figure Eighteen

Gender of the·Respondent

fem
ale
- -- - - - - - - - - - - ,

male
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The Education History of the Respondent.
The researcher believed that this was an important demographic to include in the study
because it gives an indication of the level of skill and knowledge of the respondent and
the overall level of skill and knowledge that the DFAT has in its employee base.

56.3% of the respondents indicated they possessed a Bachelor's degree of some
description . 37.5% of respondents indicated they had a Master's degree of some
description. Therefore, the majority of respondent 's possessed an undergraduate or
postgraduate university degree. The standard deviation from the mean was 0.681. Again,
this indicated that most of the respondents answered within l standard deviation of the
mean. The mode was answer number 3 (Bachelor's degree).

These findings are in-line with the DFAT's recruitment guidelines . These reqUlre a
minimum of a Bachelor's degree (preferably at Honours level) for its recruits . T llis
results shows that the overall knowledge and skill base of the Department's e mployees is
high. Figure Nineteen is a pie chart representing the percentages of respondents in each
category included in the questionnaire .

Figure Nineteen

Education History of the Respondent

master's d

ree

bachelor's degree
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The Minimum Education Level Required by the Section in which the Respondent
Works.
This again shows the high level of skill of employees required by the Department. Most
of the respondents indicated that their section required a Bachelor's degree constituting
78 . 1% of the respo nses. The other 2 1.9% was distributed between the categories of
·co llege or technical training' and ' high school or less'. These respo ndents may have
been in administrative and secretarial positions. Figure Twenty is a pie chart of the
respective percentages of responses for each category.

Figure Twenty

Minimum Education Level Required by Section

h school or less

col

bachelor's

ree
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The Length of Employment of the Respondent.
This question was included because it was believed that there would be a relationship(s)
between the length of time a respondent had served the Department and the way in which
they answered the questions on organisational culture. These relationships are tested in a
following section.

Interestingly, the majority of respondents had only been with the Department between l
and 5 years. However, when the smaller categories were combined into two broad
categories it was found that the majority of respondents had been with the DFAT
between l and 15 years, comprising 81.3% of the responses . Only 18 .9% of the
respondents had served between 16 and 40 years . Figure Twenty One is a pie chart of the
percentages of responses in each category.

Figure Twenty One

Length of Employment of the Respondent
31 to 40 years
21 to 30 years

< 1 year

16 to 20

ars

11 to 15

1 to 5

6 to 10
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The Supervisory Responsibility of the Respondent

This question was included to obtain a picture of the number of respondents that were in
supervisory positions. It was believed that those in supervisory positions could answer on
management issues with greater knowledge than those in subordinate positions.

There was a 50-50 split between those in management positions and those in subordinate positions. Interestingly, the most co mmon answer was 'I don't supervise but
work with little supervision from others' indicating a degree of autonomy in the
everyday work of the respondents. The second highest percentage of answers fell in the
' middle manager ' category. Figure Twenty Two is a pie chart representing the
percentages for the categories investigated.

Figure Twenty Two

Supervisory Responsibility of the Respondent
senior man

middle mana

I work alon1

first-line ma
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1\lajnr Findings uf lhc ncmugraphil' nata
Th~ d~nmgraphic
h~twecn

data indicated that the typical prolllc of a re!-ipomknt W1!-i male,

the ages nf 3\ ami 40, with a minimum Badtdor (kgrcc qualification working

with !itt!(' supcrvisinn nr in middle management roles who had served with the DFAT f{lr
a period

h~tween

I and 15 years.

Testing the H vuothcscs
Th~

following analysis was conducted to answer the five hypotheses of the quantilativc

st~\gc

of the study (p2X). The a.na.Jy.si.s was conducted hy analysing each section of the

question separately using factor analysis and descriptive statistic.s to proviJe an overall
piclUn:: and to provide .some initial answers to the research questions.

The factor analysis was used a.s a means of reducing the large amount of data produced
from the survey and wa.s not meant to be used as a major area of analysis. The
descriptive data produced from the analysis wa.s used a.s the primary .source for
generating statistical conclusions and to provide further insight into the similarities and
differences between this study and the original study, and to provide reasons for these.
The main statistics used in this analysis was mean, standard deviation and mode. Mean
was used to indicate the average answer l{lr the question and standard deviation was u.sed
to indicate the amount of variance lhm1 the mean of the responses. According to Sekaran
0992, p26l), "more than 90o/t.- of the observatinn.s arc within two standard deviations
from the mean". This indicates that the mean is a good measure of the answer to the
question. Therefore, analysis that yielded less than two .standard deviations was
considered satisfactory.

The mode was used as the main indicator of respon.o;;e to the q uc..o;;tion because it give.'\ the
most common answer. This may not be a.s statistically .sound a.s using the mean,
however, the purpose of this section wa.s to provide insight into the 'personal feelings' of
the respondents, not to provide data for regression analysis to further generalise the
fmding.s. It was not possible to generalise these findings because of the low response
rate. The percentages of responses '\hove 'neutral' (imlicated by the number 4 on the
Iikert scale) was used to provide further evidence of a more negative or mnre positive
response to the question regardless of the wording of the question (this was taken into
account when reporting major findings for each section of the survey).
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di.sat!rl'L'. tn 7 '.strongly agree'. The value:-; were inputeJ into SPSS as
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follow.~.

'.strongly di.sat!r~c

2. ·disagn~L' ·

3. 'tending tnwanl.s neutral'
4.

'neutral'

5.

'tl'nding tnwanJ.s agree'

6. ·agree·
7.

'.strongly agree'

This section outlines the results of the factor analysis of each section of the survey and
provides a .summary table of the resulls of the descriptive data followed hy the major
findings or the section. The in-depth analysis of this data can he found in Appendix Four.

Section One: Symmetrical Vs. Asymmetrical Methods of Internal Communication.
The factor analysis method of extraction used for all of the following sections wa.s
principal components factoring with equamax rotation. The factor analysis wa.s
conducted to condense the data into a smaller amount, making analysis Jess complex, and
to determine if the variables factorise in similar fashion to those of the original .study.
The factor should he the same in this environment according to Grunig (1995).

The factor analysis of this section extracted two factors. However, the factors did not
load the same way as the original study. The major difference was the fact that two
questions regarded as indicative of asymmetrical methods of communication loaded into
the symmetrical methods factor and

one symmetrical variable loaded into the

asymmetrical factor.
Possible reasons for the variance include:
1. The different setting.
2. Statistical error.
3. Differences in the interpretation of the questions of the respondents in this study to
respondents in the original study.

Factor One explains 32.8% of the variance between the variables of that factor. This is a
low percentage and thus it cannot be concluded that Factor One is reliable in this
75
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as an indicatur nf symmetry in communicatitlns. Factor Two explains 44tf1, of

the variance between the variables nf that factor. This is a higher pcrccntagl! hut again is
nut high enough to conclude that this factor is a rcli<1hle measure of symmetry of

communication in this selling.

The questions indicative of asymmetric communication were 4ucslinns I, X and I 0 and
the questions indicative of symmetric communication arc 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9.

Figure Twenty Three is a summary of the results of the analysis of the first section of the
survey.
Symmetric

Assymetric

I

Standard

%Above

Symm Asym

Deviation

Neutral

1.773

34.4

2

3.871

2

5.097

5

1.376

71.8

3

3.871

5

1.314

37.6

4

3.806

4

1.401

34.4

5

3.871

4

1.431

34.4

6

5.129

6

1.338

75

7

4.677

6

1.446

62.5

1.552

34.5

1.449

81.3

1.458

18.8

8

4

3.903
5.355

9

..

Mode

Mean

.

10

6
2

3.258

F1gure Twenty fbree

Major Findings.

From the descriptive data, it can he said that the responses indicated a more .symmetrical
method !)[communication because most of the answers given to the symmetric questions
were positive and the answers given to the asymmetric questions were mainly negative.

These findings were unexpected because nf the results of the initial data collection stage
and the literature review. ll was bclic.vcd that ';he DFAT would practice asymmetrical
communication methods due to the closed nature of the Department to the outside

environmenl. This allows for further opportunities for in-depth research into the
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~lyles

incnmplctc and

fl~quires

uf the DFAT as the n:scan.:hcr believes that this initial is
a larger sample stzc to generalise.

Section Twu: l\-1cdlank:ll vs. Oq::ank Internal Slruclurc.
The principle nHHJHH1ents factor analysis extracted two factors Ji·um the data generated
rwm this sc..:uon. The

l~1ctor

coeHicient matrix af\l:r rotation suggested that the

f~lctors

of

this study loaded in a similar fashion to those of the original study with the exception of
LlllC

variable that didn't. The cumulative percentage of variance stati~tic, however,

showed that Factor One nnly explained 2Y.6 1k of the variance hetween the variables that
loaded with that l~tctor which was not high enough to conclude that this factor i~ reliable
in this setting. Factor Two explained 41.79',. of the variance between the variables that
lnaded with that factor. This is higher hut not high enough tn conclude that thi.~ factor is
a reliable measure of organisational structure in this setting.

The questions indicative of a mechanical organisational structure, according to Grunig

(1995) were l, 3, 6, 7 and 9 of this survey and the questions indicative of an organic
internal structure were 1, 4 and 8.

Figure Twenty Four is a table indicating the descriptive statistics for this section of the
.survey.

Mechanic:ll

Organic

Mean

Mode

Mcch.

I

4.267
2

4

3

3.900
5.100

3

Org.

5
7

3.967

3

Standard

% Ahuvc

Devi:llion

Neutral

1.50 I

47

1.672

40.;

1.873

62.6

1.534

34.5

6

4.552

4

1.557

56.3

~

5.333

6

1.303

72

1.207

75

1.483

I2.6

;

8

9

.

5.000
2.833

6
2

F1gure Twenty Four
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Major Findings
It was interesting that the fal.:turs did mll ltJatl the saml! way as the original "Exc.:cllem.:c

Study" intlicating the

llCL'd

for further research into the structure of the DFAT. This

would cnnstitutc a major resl!arch study ln itself.
Gcner;.dly. the rcspnndcnts indicated that thl! Department had a predominantly
mechanical structure. This is a finding that supports the research hypothesis (p35).
However, mnst tended to believe that they had control over their own positions but not of
the overall management of the DFAT and therefore, it is difficult to state that the
Department is dclinitcly characlCriscd by a mechanical structure because of the fact that
the scores generated don't indicate strongly one way or the other. This also leaves room
for further study.

Section Three: Authoritative vs. Participative Organisational Culture.

This .section of the survey was designed to determine if the organisation in question is
characterised by a more authoritative internal organisational culture or a more
participative culture. The process began with analysing the resulls from each question to
determine which cullural identity the response was indicative of by determining the
mean for the question and the percentages of responses above or below neutral. The
mode was used to further describe the most common answer to the question.

A"i discussed in Chapter Two, the two spheres of organisational culture were

characterised by several variables, ear.h cnnsistin!:; of two extremes (either participative
or authoritative) and as has been discussed the researcher believed it was not appropriate
to simply rely on these tW{i f.!Xtremes as being the only indicator of organisational
culture. Instead, the researcher decided to describe the culture as either 'more
participative' or 'more authoritative' relying on a continuum rather than a precise
division between the two spheres. Firstly, a reliability analysis was conducted on the
variables to determine which would be included in the analysis by l.:ombining the
questions of that varia hie. The variables that were found to llilve a Cronbach ·.s alpha
score of Jess than 0.5 were considered to he unreliable and were not analysed further.
The reasons for why these variables were unreliable were not included in this study
because this would constitute another research study. It would be beneficial
research to continue this analysis at a later date.
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The variable:; that were found to be unreliable in this setting were:
I. Collectivl' vs. individual rcspunsibility
..,

ClJill'ctivc vs. individual dcci.sillll making

3. Collcctiw vs. individual values
4. Holistic t:mKcrn for people vs. lack of concern for people.
5. Long term vs. short term employmclll
6. Slow vs. fast evaluation and promotion.
7. Non-specialised vs. specialised career paths.
8. Shared mission.
9. Decision-making hy tradition, rational processes, open debate, trial and error,
scientific research or authority.
l 0. Liberal vs. conservative values.
11. Cooperation vs. domination in relationships with publics.
12. System open vs. closed to its environment.

The factor analysis produced different results to the original study in which "the factor
analysis produced two factors- or indices- that reflect these two t.ypes of cullurc almost
perfectly'' (Grunig, 1992, 37). The factor analysis was not used in this section to
determine if the factors existed because too many of the variables were considered
unreliable.

The variables that were analysed arc listed below along with the affiliated questions.

1. Rewards for performance rather than personal connections
The only question affiliated with this variable was 13.

2. Social atmosphere among managers and employees off the job
The only question affiliated with this variable was 22.

3. Integration vs. individualism
The questions affiliated with this variable were 31, 36 and 38.

4. Emphasis on time
The only qucstioo affiliated with this variable was 37.
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5. Consensual Processes
The qucsti1ms affiliated with this variable were 46 and 50.

6. Importance of innovation, traditiou, and cllicicllcy as organisational values
The questions related to this variable w~rc 20, 34, 4X and 55.

7. Authoritarian vs. participative management style
Th~

questions rclat~d to this variable were 29, 32, 33, 40, 44, 49 and 51.

Major Findings
The 1ive out of the seven variables included in this analysis generated 'more
authoritative' responses, the other two indicating 'more participative' responses. Based
on these results, it was concluded that the DFAT was characterised hy a 'more
authoritative' organisational culture. This cannot he generalised hut can

h~.:

used as a

basis for further research into the organisational culture of the DFAT.

This resull is exciting because it supports the major hypothesis of the study that the
DFAT is characterised by an authoritative organisational culture which provides initial
explanation ;or the poor public and media image of the Department. According to the
Grunig theory (1992), an organisation that i.s characterised by a 'more authoritative
internal organisational culture' is not a.s likely to practice L':<Cellent public relations
(international communications management) a.s an organisation that has a 'more
participative' organisational culture.

Section Four: Individual vs. Departmental .Job Satisfaction
The principle components factor

analysi~

extracted two factors from the data. The factors

loaded similarly to the original study. Factor One explains 47.7% of the variance
between the variables of the factor, whereas Factor Two explains 59.8% of the variance
between the variables. Both are satisfactory.

The questions indicative of job satisfaction based on the mechanics of the department arc
57, 59, 60, 62, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70,71 and 72.
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Till' sccond factor or thL~ instrument ur the original study, 'job satisf:tctiun bascd

OJ\

the

individual', is indicative of questions 56, 5X. 61, 64 amJ 73 of this survey. Figure Twenty

Five is a summary of the findings of this section.

lndi,·idual.lnh

llcpal·tmcnlal

Satisfaction

Job Satisractlon

66

()

6

Slnndard

% Alwvc

Dcvlaliun

Ncutr:tl

I. OXX

nx

1.45X

7X.2

1.281

75

1.553

68.8

69

4.677

70

4.452

6

1.692

62.5

5.645

6

1.002

69.1

1.554

75

1.441

50

1.390

6.3

71
72

4.752

73

4.290

5

5
5
I

2.065

74
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6

5.065
5.194

68

Mudc
Ind.

5.903
67

83

Mcun

75

5.323

6

1.305

87.5

76

4.903

6

1.672

75.7

77

5.335

5

1.094

93.X

78

5.355

6

1.676

81.2

79

2.645

I

1.597

15.5

80

5.516

6

1.132

84.4

81

4.548

5

1.738

65.6

82

5.161

6

1.370

81.3

1.203

3.1

1.806

I

Major Findings
Overall, the rcsulls indicate that the respondents have a high level of job .satisfaction both
due to the day-to-day mechanics of the department and their own personal feelings. It is
interesting that all the negatively worded questions (64, 69 and 73) generated the
strongest results, all indicating negative responses to the questions. The responses tn
these questions were particularly useful in determining the overall satislllction level of
the respondents but cannot be taken at face value. The predominate variable wa.s job
satisfaction based on the mechanics of the department.
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Onrall Findings nr the Quantitative Analysis
Th~

major findings from all four sections nf the survey were (in order of their appearance

in the qucstionnain:) that thl': DFAT was characterised by:

I. A mnrc symmetrical methml of internal communication.
1

A mcchanicalnrganisational structure.

3. A 'more authoritative' organisational culture
4. Employl':c j1.1h satisfaction based primarily on the mechanics of the department.

These n::sults support the major hypotheses of the study indicating that the DFAT is not
practicing excellent public relations and therefore, according to the theory, cannot he
managing international diplomacy and communications management ciTectivcly.

Several factors must be taken into consideration when contemplating these findings. The
low response rate inhibits the gcncralisability of the findings as docs the fact that this is u
first-time study relying mainly on the perceptions and int.;rpretation of the respondent to
provide accurate data.

However, these findings provide initial insight into the reasons why the DFAT has a poor
public and media image. Tho findings also provide a basis for further research into the
relationship between the internal culture of the DFAT and its ability to achieve foreign
policy objectives such as building long term relationships with ASEAN, in an efficient
and effective manner. The lindings do not necessarily indicate that the DFAT is not
efficient, at the present time, but can begin to explain the reasons for possible breakdown
in efficiency and effectiveness both now and in the future.

These fmdings support the principles of the "Excellence Study" providing initial research
to be pursued further in the future and grounds upon which to build a gcncralisablc
model of excellent international diplomatic communications management.
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THE VERDICT
The results from hnth stagL'S of the analysis prnvklc cviJ.cm:c of similarities hctween the
practice nf puhlic rcl:ltions ami the practice of diplomacy as communications

tliscipli1~..:':.

This is exciting as the results provide initial suhstantiation of the research questi1m.

Can the theories of imemational pul;/ic relations, excellence in pu!J/ic relations and
communication management and imemationa/ relations, particularly diplomacy, he
applied to Australian Jiplonwtic programs to improve the effectiveness of the programs
that the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade develops, implements and coordinates
both \l'ithin Australia and overseas in order to:
1. Achieve foreign policy objectives and
2. Maintain long term mutually beneficial relationships with the other members of

ASEAN'?

Unfortunately, due to restrictions on time and financial resources and the scope of an
Honours thesis, the research question could not be fully answered and the thesis was
curtailed to answer several questions (sec page 28) to provide a basis for further research
based on the initial research problem stated above.

The quantitative analysis provided supportive evidence for the reasons why the DFAT
has developed a poor media image in Australia. The researcher bcliewd that the DFAT
is of vital importance to the success of Australia as a successful trading nation in the
ASEAN region and this negative public image must be recognised, accepted and
subsequently turned around in order to regain the trust of the Australian taxpayer.

The results showed that the DFAT may be characterised by an authoritative, mechanical
internal organisational culture that inhibits the practice of excciJcnt public relations and
communication management, according to the Grunig theory ( 1992). This in turn is
likely to be filtered through to the DFAT's oversea."! posts that arc rc..<;ponsible for the
communication of Australian foreign policy to their host nations and the protection of
national interest, through the tool of diplomacy. The quantitative results also show that
the sample of employees may feel that Ct)mrnunication between tlw Department and its
publics is not always two-way, further fueling the negative media image.
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111e quantitative analysis, although not gcueralisahlc, provide.<.; :111 initial h:1sis for further
research in this area encompassing a Ia; ger samrlc size. Rc:-icarch should indullc the
;Jlhninistcring (lf the other two Excc:llence questionnaires to dctermmc an Excellence
rating fllr the DFAT, giving runher evidence of the Department's ability to practice
cxcdknt public rclatinns and communications management, even if the research is not
lonking spccilically at diplomacy.

The qualitative analysis provided further evidence that the principles of public relatiom. ·
practice ;uu.J diplomatic practice arc similar. This .sta£e of the analy!-.i' provided the most
exciting results of the study. Accordin£ to the six diplomats that completed the
questionnaire, diplom;u;y and international public relations arc practiced in very similar
fashions. Based on Dr. Wakefield's fourter;n propositions of excellent international
public relations, the diplomats provided results that were similar to the original study.
The major findings of this stage were that excellent diplomatic communications
management:
I. Is based on the two-way philosophy of communication.
2. Js a strategic management function run by the home foreign affairs department but
allows for autonomy in decision making at the regional leveL
3. Acknowledges and interprets the

cul~ure

and economic status of the host nation and

incorporates both into the diplomatic program.
4. Acknowledges the role of the media and activist £roups and treats them as a key
public/target group.
5" Maintains the overall image and implements the strategies and policies of the home
foreign affairs department, whilst tailoring programs to the host nation, in order to
protect and enhance the national interest of the home nation.

These principles arc all clements of excellent international public relations (for all
organisations). Therefore, the results provide evidence that the two disciplines arc similar
and can be converged in theory to allow for further study to build a gencralisablc model
of excellent international diplomacy. based on both international relations and public
relations theory.

Putting the results of both stages together, it is clear that the disciplines arc alike and that
the DFAT could benefit from applying communications and public relations theories,
84
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pariil:ularly international public relations theories, to the research, development,
productillll and

implementation of

foreign

amdrs and

diplomatic

programs.

This re.sean:her hclicvc.s that this could only he possible if the DFAT lirstly illentify and
acknowledge the 'more authoritative' culture that seems to exist within the internal
organisation of the Department, and implement programs to deal with this issue. The
nrganisation can only practice

l~xccllcnt

external communica1ion (in this case,

diplomacy) if it nurtures excellent internal public relations and communications
managcmem as, according to the Grunig thl!ory (1992), this will he

Jil~crcd

through to its

tm::rseas posts. which arc directly rcsponsihll! for the execution of Australian diplomacy
overseas.

The researcher also believes that this type of change should he directed more so

to

the

policy areas dealing with the ASEAN region, as this region is of primary importance to
Australian economic and political stahilily, international competitiveness and national
security. Not only because of the geographical closulCss between Australia and the other
nations nf the trading bloc hut because of the impending and increasing effects o!"
glohalisation on national barriers such as an increasingly mobile and educated
multicultural society and an increasing regional atmosphere that seems to be leaving
Australia behind.

The results of this study arc exciting not only for the advancement of theory hut for the
practitioners or diplomacy and public relations who have (in the past) relied on models
outside their own disciplines to provide guidelines and continuity in their work.

However, more research is needed to extend this thesis including a thorough review of
Australia's regional engagement in Asia and the importance and power of ASEAN as a
trading bloc, coming into the 21·1t century. A content analysis of literature, media
clippings and speeches by the Foreign Affairs Minister would also he helpful in adding

to the research into Australian diplomacy with ASEAN and the role or excellent public
relations in building these ties.

Diplomacy is one of the most important forms of communication in the world today,
providing a means to negotiate politics, trade, humanitarian issues and war. The
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analysts

Chapter Seven

and

metlia

cnmmcntators on its rdcvam:c and application in the approaching millennium, where
complex. tt•kcommunkations and

cyhcrsp<~c·.~

will provide the major channels of

commtmication he tween the people, governments and husincs.sc.s of nation-slates.

l-lowev~r.

to date. no one can provide a cmwincing argument J(Jr the replacement of

human interaction with technology in the area of relationship building between cultures
and complex .societies.

The role of the diplomat has, in Jhct, become more crucial to foreign affairs but the

method needs

to

change. Public relations theory provides a modern ba<;is for this change,

incorporating communications and organisation culture theory within the established
area of international relations.
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21" of October 1998

1

Dear Sir or Madrun

Tht• following questionnaire has been designed to measure the efTcctivcncss of diplomalic communications
management as perceived by diplomats in Australia, U10sc serving in overseas posts, and representative of Asian

nations in Canberra. Tile questionnaire will not take mty more than fifteen minutes of you

fmc to complete.

Tite purpose is to detem1ine how diplomacy is being practiced in our region and to attempt to discover issues that
arc important for diplomatic programs to address.

Your response will be kept strictly confidential and wiii remain anonymous. An identification number has been
assigned to your response for follow·up purposes only. Your name, position and other personal details will not be

used for any other purpose.
It would be appreciated if you could send the completed questionnaire back, in the reply-paid envelope provided,
by the 20 1h of November 1998.

At the end of the questionnaire there are two questions asking you if you would be available for a short telephone

interview of no more than fifteen minutes in the next month and if you would be interested in receiving a copy of
the results. Please indicate your response by ticking the boxes and indicating your contact details,

Thank you, for your cooperation. Your experience and knowledge will be invaluable to the continuing academic
and profession research in international relations and diplomacy.
Coidially

Renae Brockman

BComm (Mkt & PR)

.·.:
··:

Communications, in the form of diplomatic discourse between nations, has long been considered an
effective tool of foreign affairs.

The management of communication between governments of nation-states, whether it is through the
foreign affairs department of a nation or by the embassies and high commissions, that represents those
nations, often come under pressure from various internal and external forces from the international
political environment.

As such, it is believed that an alternative model of communications management might help nations to
remain proactive. This model comes from a body of knowledge dealing with public relations and
communications management theory, a shift from the traditional methods advocated in international
relations and political theory.

The following questionnaire will help determine the current perceptions of communications management
of diplomats from Australia and Asia.

The instrument has been adapted from the International Association of Business Communicators'
quantitative instrument used in the Excellence in Public Relations and Communications Management
study.

(
iI

!

r

Questionnaire No: .....
SEITION I
The first set of items dec;cribes ways in which communication takes place in many government
departments. Some items may describe communication in this department accurately, others may not. For
each item, please usc the following scale to select the number that indicates the extent to which you agree
that each item describes the svsk 111 of commur:tict!_tionJ!!ym!~d~<!!"!:.l_!lcnJ_~ccurat~y_: _________________________ _

Strongly1Disagree

1

_,....~

~----~-is:~re~------- ________ ~e~~~-~~-- _______ ----·--· --~~;~~------- ~~~t~~:~1~~~e~ _ _ ]

The purpose of communication in your d~partmcnt is to get employees to behave
in the way top management wants them to behave.

2

I am comfoi Lable in talking with top management about my performance.

3

Most communication between top management and other employees in this
department can be said to be two-way communication.

4

This organisation encourages differences of opinions.

5

The purpose of communication in this department is to help top management to
be responsive of the problems of other employees.

6

My supervisor encourages differences of opinions.

7

I am usually infonned about major changes in policy that affect my jnb !1efore

they take place.
Most communication in this department is one-way; from top management to

other employees.
9

I am comfortable in talking with my immediate supervisor when things are
going wrong.

10

I seldom get feedback when I communicate with top management.

SECfiON2

Next, please choose a number on the same scale to indicate the extent to which you agree that each of the
following items describes this department accurately IN COMPARISON Willi OTHER DEPARTMENTS.
1

In this organisation, important decisions generally are made by a few top
managers alone, rather than by people throughout the department.

2

I have a personal influence on decisions and policies of this department.

3

It is difficult for a person who begins in the lower ranks of this department to

move to an important top management position within about ten years.
I have a great de&! of freedom in making decisions about my work without
clearing those decisions with people at higher levels of the department.
I must keep reading, learning and studying almost every day to do my job.

....

.

Strongly Disagree
1

Disagree
2

Agree
4

Neutral
3

6

My branch has an organisation chart that nearly everyone follows closely.

7

In this organisation, there are clear and recognised differences between
superiors and subordinates. These differences can be seen in larger offices,
quality of office furniture, close-in parking spaces, or frequency of superiors
and subordinates having lunch together.

8

I have a say in decisions that affect my job.

9

My actual work seldom deviates from a written job description from my
position.

10

This department has clearly defined goals.

11

Each projeet in this department, even if it is a complicated one requiring a team
effort, usually is divided into tasks and sub-tasks. Each employee is assigned
sub-tasks and is solely responsible for the result~ of his or her work. ·

12

If I were one of the most powerful executives of this department, I would
manage the department in the same way as the executives are managing it now.

13

Advancement in this department is based more on whom you knowthan on
how well you perform.
r

-

'

14

Individuals largely working alone make most decisions in this department.

15

Most employees in this department share a common sense of mission that most
think is worth striving to achieve.

16

This organisation is a place where people tend to separate their work life from
their home and social life. Most superiors feel that it is not their responsibility,
nor their right, to know very much about the personal problems of their
subordinates.

17

People in this department move frequently to other departments, including
those who are successful as well as those who are not.

18

Most projects are done here through teamwork. Each individual is expected to
contribute to the team effort, but the team as a whole is ultimately held
accountable and rewarded, or punished, for its efforts.

19

Most sections in this department do not share a common mission~ each has
different priorities that conflict with the priorities of other sections.

Strongly Agree
5

Disagree
2

Neutral
3

Agree

4

Strongly Agree
5

20

Perfonnancc is important in this department. but promotions arc made only
after careful evaluation of an individual over a long time.

21

Most people in this department arc :-;pcdalists who arc known outside the
dcpartmeni as experts in engineering, marketing, accounting or a similar field.

22

Senior managers of this department frequently socialise with other employees
otTthe job.

23

The goals of this department are different from my personal goals.

24

People are evaluated often in this department through hard measures such as
productivity and other performance based indicators. For those who receive
favourable evaluations, promotion can be rapid.

25

Most decisions in this department are made after thorough discussion between
all people who will be affected in a major way.

26

This department is open to ideas from the outside.

27

The typical career in this department is long-term; the department rarely has
layoffs and terminations.

28

People take interest in each other in this department. It is common to find
supervisors who feel that it is part of their job to know about the personal
problems that may be bothering their subordinates.

29

Senior management in this department believes that it must have nearly total
control over the behaviour of subordinates.

30

Most people do not specialise in this department. They rotate among areas such
as marketing, personnel, policy advising, administration and public relations.

31

The sections in this department seem to work together like a well-oiled
machine.

32

Rigid control by management often makes it difficult for me to be innovative in
this department.
Maljgers in this department seem to believe that employees lack initiative and
muSt constantly be given instructions.

34

This department seems to look to the future mther than to the past.

35

This department can be classified as conservative

36

Nearly everyone feels like he or she is part of a team in this department.

37

Being on time is extremely important in this department.

:I Strongly1Disngree

Disagree
2

Neutral

Agree

3

4

Strongly Agree
5

38

Senior managers in this organisation care deeply about other employees.

39

Decisions usually are based on tradition here-- the way things have always been
done.

40

Senior managers in this department believe they know best because they have
more knowledge than lowcr·level employees do.

41

Before decisions arc made here, committees usually are set up to study the issue
concerned.

1.1\l

42

Tlie department usually is willing to negotiate with groups outside that disagree
with it.

42

The organisation usually closed to new ideas from outside.

43

Majoc decisions usually are based on open debate in this department.

44

Senior managers here believe in the sharing of power and responsibility with
lower-level employees.

45

Usually, we make decisions by trial-and-error. We try and see ifthey work.

46

Everyone is treated as an equal in this department.

47

Decisions here usually are based on research.

48

Innovation probably is the most important goal of this organisation.

49

Most people who work here seem to be afraid of ~enior managers.

50

Everyone works together here to make the organisation effective.

51

Decisions usually are based on authority here- the way the Minister's senior

advisors want things done.
52

This department can be classified as liberal.

53

The department tries to dominate people outside who disagree with it.

54

This department is open to ideas from the outside.

55

Efficiency probably is the most important goal in this department.

~-----

I

SECI'IONJ

The third sci of questions asks how satisfied with your job and the quality of life in this department. Use

the same scale to describe the extent to which you agree that each item describes accurately how you feel
about this department.
Strongly Disngrcc
L __ _t.____~

lli1

Dis1tgree

--- ____
2 ---

Neutral
3

Agree

4

56

On the whole. my job is interesting and challenging.

57

In general, the department has treated me welL

58

I look forward to coming to work almost every day.

59

I feel as though I have a real chance to get ahead in this department.

60

The best-qualified people usually are chosen for promotion in this department.

61

My work gives me a sense of accomplishment.

62

I am satisfied with my pay and benefits.

63

This organisation has a genuine concern for the welfare of its employees.

64

My work is a dead-end job.

65

I am satisfied with my day-to-day working conditions.

66

I am satisfied with the recognition I receive for good performance in my job.

67

I have found this department to be a good place to work.

68

Both men and women are treated well in this department.

69

My immediate supervisor is hard to please.

70

It is easy to work with my co-workers.

71

There is good opportunity for advancement in my job.

72

Minorities are treated well in this department.

73

My work is boring.

'

I SECTION4
Finally, we have a few questions about you. Please circle the response that best describes you.

74

75

What is the extent of your education?
High ~chool degree or less
Som-.· college or technical training
Bachelor's dcgn:t.•
Master's degree
Doctoral degree

2
3
4
5

What is the minimum amount of education required by the department for your
job?
High school degree or less
Some college or technical training
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctoral degree

2
3
4
5

76

What area do you specialise in?

77

Hov.• old are you?
Less than 20
20-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70
70+

~-~
78

I

I

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

How long have you served as an employee ofthe foreign affairs department of
your nation?

Less than I year
I to 5 years
6 to 10 years
11-15 years
16-20 years
21-30 years
31-40 years
41+ years

79

80

Please circle the item that best describes your supervisory responsibilities.
Others supervise me.
I don't supervise others but work with little supervision from others.
I am a first-line manager.
I am a middle manager.
I am a senior manager.
Your job title is

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
I
2
3
4
5

81

82

You gender is:
Male

1

Female

2

The name of your section of the department is:._~~~--~~-~-Thank you. That completes the questionnaire. We are grateful for your
res onse.

I,

Would you be available for a short telephone interview in November to discuss you thoughts on
diplomatic communication in more depth?

0 Yes.
DNo.
Would you be interested in receiving a copy of the final results and main findings of the research?

lJ Yes.
DNo.

Your contact details:
Name (and fonmal title):._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Branch:

Telepho-n-e:-·-----------------------E-mail: _ _ _~-----------

...
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October 25, 1998
Dear Ambassador,
I would like to invite you to part~cipate in an international study on the way in which Australia

and nations of Asia manage their diplomatic communications and foreign affairs programs in the
Asia-Pacific regioP. Tills survey has been sent to twenty five senior diplomats from Australia
and Asia as expert opinion is needed to ensure the accuracy of the study. This questionnaire will
not take you anymore than fifteen minutes to complete.

We are not t:Iyi!lg to determine the effectiveness of foreign policy. We are examining the
effectiveness of communications strategies that you and your staff undertake to build
relationships with the nations that you are assigned to or have been assigned to in the past.

~.,
'•

Your experience and knowledge in diplomatic communications is imperative to this study and
we ask that you provide ar much detail as possible. Your answers will be kepl confidential,
unless ~rou indicate otherwise in the last section of the questionnaire.
It would be appreciated if you could return the completed questionnaire, in the reply paid

envelope provided, by the 30th ofNovember 1998. If you would like to receive a copy of the
final report, please indicate your wishes in the last section of the questionnaire.
Thank you in advance, for completing the questionnaire. Your cooperation and insight will

prove invaluable to the continuing development of academic and practical learning in the areas
of international relations and communications management.

Cordially,

Renae Brockman
BCornm (Mkt & PR)

Please circle the response on the scale to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with
the statement. It would be appreciated if you would comment on the stl!temcnt regarding your
personal experiences, in the spaces provided. The comments you make will be used in the study,
unless you prefer otherwise. Please indicate your preference in the section provided at the !!nd of
the questionnaire.

SA=Strongly Agree A==Agrcc N=Ncutnl D=Disagrcc SD=Strongly Disagree
l.

Excellent domestic communications management of public policy
and excellent communications management of foreign policy arc
essentially the same.

SA

A

N

D

SD

2.

Managing international communications is exponentially more
complex than domestic communications because of more diverse
groups, cultures, types of media, economic climates and
technologies:

SA

A

N

D

SD

3.

Two-way communication that builds beneficial relationships between
two nation-states and the people of those nation-states is:
a. Possible
b. Desirable.

s
s

A
A

N
N

D
D

SD
SD

4.

Most embassies do not care about creating benefits for people outside
the organisation such as local residents living near the embassy, local
media, activist groups and businesses

SAANDSD

5.

Domestic communications management and international
communications management should be the same in terms of goals
and strategies, but different in terms of tools and tactics.

SAANDSD

6.

Two-way communication programs cannot benefit embassies in
terms of achieving objectives set by the government of your home
nation.

SA

A

N

D

SD

------------------- --------------- - - - - - - - - - - -----·--------------· - - - - - - - - - - - 7.

Only an organisational culture that values two-way communication
can after diplomats around the world the respect and flexibility they
need to do their jobs well and achieve objectives that are set by tht!ir
home nation.

SAANDSD

8.

Many embassies and foreign depa1tments have persistent perceptions
among diplomatic staff that only those hired directly by the home
foreign embassy/high commission are treated well, not "locally hired
staff" in host nations.

SAANDSD

9.

Embassies that concentrate only on achieving set objectives in each
host nation actually hurt their ability to achieve those objectives.

SA

A

N

D

SD

10. The likelihood of tension between local and international interests
means t~a~ strong commitment to two-way communication is
t_ requiretJ

SA

A

N

D

SD

II. Local adaptations to establish mutual benefits with local interest
groups makes supranational (stmtegies that cross national borders)
communications management strategies impossible.

SAANDSD

12. When talking about strategic foreign policy planning, a
communications background will hardly suffice.

SAANDSD

13. The same strategic communications program used by your home
foreign department also needs to be used by every embassy/high
commission managed by your home foreign department.

SAANDSD

-------------------------

14. While it is logical to expect communications management techniques
to vary from nation to nation. it is nevertheless wise for governments
to have a common strategy that all embassies/high commissions
should follow.

SAANDSD

15. The loreign department cannot and should not be held responsible for
problems that arise at a local level (excluding those affecting national
interest, security and the safety of national living or traveling in the
area concerned).

SA A

16. The cultures in which embassies operate are so different that it is
a. not possible.
b. not desirable

N

D

SD

SAANDSD
SAANDSD

to have an integrated communications management program that is
guided from the foreign department and that works with ambassadors
and not under complete control ofthe embassy.

17. Many senior executives within my nation's foreign department do not

understand what communications management is apart from issuing
press releases and doing charity work.

SAANDSD

•

J

18. Why not split communications management into two parts~
I. Centmlly, the organisation could make the mission statements
and their basic philosophies about relationships with publics
should be fulfilled in various countries.
2. Locally based diplomats who have an intimate knowledge about
specific problems would have leeway to design communications
management in compliance with the mission statements.

SA

19. Few embassies have worked to make themselves part of the fabric of
local society. or to contribute to national goals and interests.

SAANDSD

20. Basic skills in managing communications programs don't vary from
one culture to the next.

SAANDSD

21. For international diplomatic communications to be effective ,
diplomats at the foreign department and in overseas posts should be
academically trained according to international standards of
communications education and all other relevant fields.

SA

22. Most diplomats in overseas posts are not well trained in diplomatic
communications and international relations ..

SAANDSD

23. Effective comrmm.ications means you must speak the language and
you must know the culture.

SAANDSD

A

A

N

N

D

D

SD

SD

24. Ideal qualifications for diplomatic education and training include:
a An undergraduate degree that includes principles of research,
communications management, negotiation techniques and
organisational management.
b. An undergraduate degree that includes economics, political science,
communications management, sociology and anthropology, and other
similar courses about society and politics.
c. A post graduate degree that includes principles of strategic planning,

A

N

D

SI>

SA A

N

D

SI>

SA

A

N

D

SI>

SA A

N

D

SI>

SA A

N

D

SI>

25 In regards to the appointment of female diplomats and those
members of minority groups, more than anything else the foreign
department must be responsive to the culture of each host nation·
state. (When in Rome, do as the Romans ... )

SA A

N

D

SD

26. I do not see the foreign department bucking local cultural practices to
add more minorities and women to the diplomatic st&ff of overseas
posts in nations where discrimination is the nonn.

SAANDSD

27. The only criterion for selecting diplomatic staff for particular posts is,
is this person the best one for the position.

SAANDSD

SA

cross-cultural communk:ations management, publics, research and
ffif':asurcment, political science and comparative international
political systems.
d. A clear understanding of the political, cultural, economic,

technological and legal environments of the nations in which your
nation has overseas posts as well as the structure and influence of the
media in those nation-states.
e. A comprehensive education on international relations, cultures, and
religions.

f

I

28. I agree with the need for represented diversity in the foreign
department and overseas posts.

SAANDSD

29. The international environment is much more turbulent than ever
before, therefore, communications programs should be flexible and
adaptable to diverse and dynamic conditions.

SAANDSD

30. Using advice from communications management experts outside the
department and/or embassy allows for greater flexibility in managing
programs and achieving goals and objectives.

SAANDSD

31. The foreign department must be more sensitive to cultural differences
that other government departments.

SAANDSD

~-------------------------------------

(

·--1.
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32. Flexibility means that diplomatic communications must be based on
thoroughly conducted research and environmental scanning.

SAANDSD

33. The foreign department needs to run the show when conflict has
broken out oflocal boundaries and threatens national interests on a
wider scale.

SAANDSD

~

-.',)

I

34. If the foreign department involves diplomats posted overseas in
policy planning and formulation processes, it can gain insight about
local conditions, resources and issues affecting the relationship
between your home nation and hosts nations, profiting from global
minded perspectives.

SA

A

N

))

sn

35. The GNP (gross national product) index economists use to measure
development is a slippery concept because it does not take into
account all the factors underlying local conditions.

SA A

N

))

Sll

36. If development of a nation-state means GNP per capita, I don't sec it
as affecting the management of diplomatic communications between
nation-states.

SA A

N

D

SD

37. Management of diplomatic communications will not be affected by
"level of development.. because host nations components of an
excellent international diplomatic communications program will
adjust to the local situation and "translate" messages in a way that is
acceptable to local stakeholders.

SA

A

N

D

Sll

38. A nation's low level of development gives the foreign department the
freedom to develop their own diplomatic communication
environment, as opposed to adapting to one that is already structured
or entrenched.

SA A

N

D

SD

39. Low development atTects the avenues and content of communication,
low economic levels affect stakeholder groups who may gain access
to a specific service or product; development will also affect
education levels, which in tum affects desires to have a voice and
strategies to be heard; these factors all affect the way diplomatic
communications arc managed.

SAANDSD

40. Most western embassies/high commissions are trying to introduce the
"Western" culture, which may actually work against development for
that given nation-state

SAANDSD

41. In many developing countries, the heritage of co ionia! ism and
entrenched elites created by it contribute to gaps in knowledge,
resources and power that inhibit flexibility needed to achieve
excellent international communications management.

SAANDSD

·------------------------------------

I

'

(
I

42. Communications management should use any means to help
embassies/high commissions achieve their goals, including building
relationships with any political entity it faces.

SAANDSD

43. In many developing countries, the heritage of colonialism and
entrenched elites created by it contribute to gaps in knowledge,
resources and power that inhibit flexibility needed to achieve
excellent international communications management.

SAANDSD

44. To be successful in diplomacy, it is necessary to adapt to the political
system of a given society.

SAANDSD

45. Political systems have more of an effect on diplomatic
communications management than cultural factors have.

SAANDSD

46. Diplomats must adjust to local cultures.

SA

A

N

D

SD

47. An important cultural factor is that embassies/high commissions
should identify with the national interest and be perceived as
benefiting the community.

SA A

N

D

SD

48. In different regions of my host nation, there are large differences in
cultures, strong regionalist (or nationalist) feelings, and significant
economic differences.

SA A

N

D

SD

~-------------------------------------------

i

49. Adjustment for cultures is very difficult for your home foreign
department.

SAANDSD

50. Understanding language nuances is an important element in
diplomatic communications management when building relationships
with various policy communities.

SAANDSD

5!. The range of language differences even between nations that
supposedly speak the same language (such as England and Australia
or Spain and Mexico) is deceptively high.

SA A

N

D

SD

SA A

N

D

SD

~---------------

52. The use of expatriates in embassies/high commissions and locals at
the foreign department facilitates more multicultural feedback within

the foreign affairs processes of a nation.

53. Activists in my host nation pressure government organisations such
as embassies and high commissions.

SAANDSD

54. Adaptation is the best way to avoid activist problems; in my home
nation, you can adapt in a certain way but on a global diplomatic
level this is impossible

SAANDSD

~------------------------------------------

.'

------------------------55. The foreign department is usually more prone than overseas posts to

SAANDSD

respond favourably to activist pressures.

56. Activism emerges locally but can spread worldwide in its results;

therefore, overseas posts are exposed to much more activism than the
foreign department.

I

:
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57. i don't see activism as a problem for diplomatic communications
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management, but as an opportunity.

58. The level of activism is a good indicator of the level of diplomatic

SAANI>SI>

communications programs are needed in a particular host nation.

59. An excellent international diplomatic communications program will
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N
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have a local component in each host nation to scan the environment,
identity potential activist groups, and establish programs to build
relationships with them.

60. In the mass media, the "Global Village" is a reality; news about the

SAANDSD

home government reaches the local media, whether negative or
positive.

61. Local people these days understand the power of the media and are
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more likely to use media coverage to make their complaints known.

62. The embassies and high commissions of my home nations should
build good relationships with the media of the host nations.

i -----------------------------------------------------------------
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63. The mass media in different countries vary most because of:
a. The economic support base that allows technological
adjustments.
b. The extent of their dependency on government.
c. The extent ofthcir dependency on advertising.
d. Recognition by the media of their own professional
responsibilities.

'
'
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64. The organisational cultures of the home foreign department often are
not transferred well to the overseas posts.

SAANDSD

65. Consistent diplomatic communications programs driven from the
home foreign department cannot be successful.
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A
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Finally, please answer some questions about yourself so that we can have a better understanding of
· what the data is telling us. This personal infonnation will remain strictly confidential.

66. You consider yourself a:

Senior Diplomat_ _ A Foreign Policy Advisor _ _
Other (please indicate)_ __

67. Years of experience you have in diplomacy: less than 5_ _ 5-10

10-15

Female._ _

68. Yon are a:

\70. Your lrnowledge of the local culture in your host nation is:
1

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor_ _ _ __

71. Your knowledge of the global political environment is:
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor_ _ _ _ __

Thank you very much for your time and feedback. It will be extremely valuable. If you are interested
in the results of the survey, please supply your contact details here:
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fax:

---------------------------

E-Mail: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If you have any further questions concerning this survey, please don't hesitate to contact:
Renae Brockman ·

Phone:

(08) 9332 0801

E-mail:

ebrockmanrm@shldent.curtin.edu.ay.

Address:

Curtin University ofTeclmology
School of Marketing
GPO Box U 1987
Perth WA 6845

Australia

'

~

--

For accuracy purposes, the researcher would like to use some ofyour comments in the final report.
Are you opposed to this?

Yes

No_ _

If no, would you prefer to remain anonymous?

Yes

No _ _

Are you interested in receiving a copy of the final results?

Yes_ _ No_ _

Quantitative Data Analysis
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APPENDIX FOUR- QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS

Section One

Asymmetric vs. symmetric models of cnmmunication,

The questions indicative of asymmetric communication were questions '1 ', '8' and 'I 0'.

The descriptive data for Question I 'The purpose of communication is to get employees
to behave in the wav top management wants them to behave' yielded a mean value of

3.871 tending towards a neutral response. The standard deviation from the mean was
1.773. The mode value, however, yielded a value of 2, indicating that the most common
answer was 'tending towards strongly disagree'.

Question 8, 'Most communication in this department is one-way; from top management
to other emplo_vees' yielded a mean value of 3.903, again, 'tending towards neutral'. The

standard deviation was 1.446 and the mode value was 4 indicating a predominantly
neutral response.

The mean value of Question 10, 'I seldom get feedback when I communicate with top

management', was 3.258 tending towards disagree with 1.458 standard deviations. Th
mode value was 2, 'tending towards strongly disagree'.

The questions indicative of a symmetrical method of internal communication were 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7 and 9.

Question 2 'I am comfortable in talking with top management about my peiformance'

yielded a mean value of 5.097 'tending towards agree' with 1,376 standard deviations.
The mode value was 5 indicating that most respondents were comfortable in talking with
top management about their performance.

Question 3 'Most communication between top management and other employees in this

·i
I

department can be said to be two-way communication' yielded a mean value of 3.871
with 1.314 standard deviations. However, the most common answer was 5, 'tending
towards agree'.
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The mean value yielded for Question 4 'this organisation encourages differences of

opinion' wa..o;; 3.806 with 1.401 standard deviations. The most common answer was 4,
indicating a predominantly neutral response.

The most common answer for Question 5 '17ze purpose of communication in this

department is to help top management to be re:,ponsive of the problems of other
employees' was 4 indicating a neutral response. The mean was 3.871 with 1.431 standard
deviations.

Question 6 'My supervisor encourages differences of opinions' yielded a mean value of
5.129 with 1.338 standard deviations. The most common answer was 6 'tending towards
strongly agree'.

Question 7 '/ am usually informed about major changes in policy that affect my job

before they take place' yielded a mean value of 4.677 'tending towards agree' with 1.446
standard deviations. The most common answer was 6 'tending towards strongly agree'.

The mean value for Question 9 'I am comfortable in talking with my immediate

supervisor when things are going wrong' was 5.355 with 1.449 standard deviations. The
mode was 6 'tending towards strongly agree'.
The questions indicative of a mechanical organisational structure, according to Grunig
(1995) were 1, 3, 6, 7 and 9 of this survey.

Question 1 'In this organisation, important decisions are usually made by a few top

11Ulllagers, rather than by people throughout the department' yielded a mean value of
4.267 'tending towards agree' with 1.501 standard deviations. The most common answer
was 3 ' tending towards nentral'.

The most common answer to Question 3 'It is difficult for a person who begins in the
lower ranks of the department to move to an important top management position within
about ten years' was 7 'strongly agree' with a mean value of 5.100 with 1.873 standard
deviations.
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Question 6 'My branch has an organisation chart that nearly everyone follows closely'
yielded a mean value of 4.552 'tending towards agree' with 1.557 standard deviations.
The most common answer was 4 indicating a predominantly neutral response. However,
the valid pcrccmagc of responses above 'neutral' wa.-'.; 51.3% indicating that most of the
respondents agreed with this statement.

Question 7 '/n this organisation, there are clear differences between superiors and

subordinates .... · yielded a mean value of 5.333 with 1.303 standard deviations. The most
common answer was 6 'tending towards strongly agree'.

The most common answer to Question 9 'My actual work seldom deviates from a written

job description of my position' was 2 'tending towards strongly disagree'. The mean
value was 2.833 with 1.483 standard deviations, indicating that most people disagreed
with this statement.

Section Two

Mechanic vs. Organic Internal Structure

The questions indicative of an organic internal structure were 2, 4 and 8.

Question 2 '! have a personal influence on decisions and policies of this department'
yielded an average answer of 3.9 with 1.672 standard deviations. The most common
answer was 5 'tending towards agree'.

The most common answer to Question 4 '! have a great deal of freedom in making
decisions about my work without clearing those decisions with people at higher levels of
the department' was 3 ' tending towards neutral' with a mean value of 3.967. However,

the percentage of valid responses above neutral was 56.4% indicating that most
respondents agreed with the statement.

The mean value of Question 8 'I have a say in decisions that affect my job' was 5 with
1.270 standard deviations. The most common answer was 6 indicating that most

respondents did believe they had a say in the decisions that affected their jobs.
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Section

Three -

Variable.•;; of Org;Inisational

Culture

(Authoritative

vs.

Participative).

1. Rewards for performance rather than personal connections
Question 13 'Adwmccment in this

than

011

dl~partmcnt

is based more on whom you know rather

how well you pnform' wa.s the only question affiliated wilh this variable. The

mean value generated was 4.233 with 1.517 standard deviations. The most common
answer was 5 'agree'. The percentage of responses above 'neutral' was 50.1 indicating
that most respondents believed that personal connections rather than pcrfL,rmance was
the basis of reward. This is a 'more authoritative' characteristic.

2. Social atmosphere among managers and employees off the job
The only question affiliated with this variable was 22 'Senior managers of this

department frequentf.v socialise V'ith other employees off the job'. The most common
response was 4 and a mean value of 3.931 with 1.413 standard deviations. The
percentage of responses above 'neutral' was 31.2%, with 37.6% answering below
'neutrat'. This indicates that more respondents disagreed with the statement showing a
more authoritative' characteristic.

3. Integration vs. individualism
The questions affiliated with this variable were 31, 36 and 38. The reliability analysis
produced an alpha score of 0.5775 which was considered reliable. The questions
showing an integrated response were indicative of a 'more participative' organisational
culture with those questions show·ing an individual response considered 'more
authoritative'.

Question 31 'The sections in this department seem to work together like a well-oiled

machine' yielded a mean response of 3.414 with 1.032 standard deviations. The most
common response was 3 'tending towards neutral' the percentage of responses above
'neutral' was 53.1% indicating an integrated response, indicative of a 'more
participative' organisational culture.

Question 36 'Nearly everyone feels ne he or she is part of a team in this department'
generated a most common response of 3 'tending towards neutral' and a mean value of
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4.071 with 1.075 standard deviations. The percentage of responses above 'neutral' wac;
46.9%, with 31.3% generally disagreeing. This indicated an integrated response,
indicative of a 'more participative' organisational culture.

Question 38 'Sl'1lior managers in this or!{cmisation care deeply about employees' yielded
a mean value of 3.519 with 1.208 stanrbrd deviations. The most common answer was 4
'neutrar The percentage of responses above 'neutral' was 15.6%, with the percentage
below 'neutral' of 53.2% ,indicating that most responses showed an individual response.
This is indicative of a 'more authoritative' culture.

Variable Summary

Two out of the three questions indicated 'more participative' cultures, whilst one
marginally indicated a 'more authoritative' response. It can be concluded that this
variable is characteristic of a 'more participative' culture.

4. Emphasis on time
The only question affiliated with this variable was 37 'Being on time is extremely

important in this department'. The mean value was 3.966 with 1.656 standard deviations.
The most common response was 3 'tending towards neutral'. The percentage of
responses above 'neutral' was 40.7% with 50.1% answering below 'neutral' indicating a
marginally negative response. This shows a 'more participative' characteristic.

5. Consensual Processes
The questions affiliated with this variable were 46 and 50. The reliability analysis
produced an alpha score of 0.7103 which was considered reliable. The questions that
indicated a less consensual response were considered to be indicative of a 'more
authoritative' culture

where~.s th~

questions indicating a consensual response were

considered to be indicative of a 'more participative' culture.

Question 46 'Everyone is treated as an equal in this department' generated a most
common response of I 'strongly disagree' and a mean value of 2.6 with 1.494 standard
deviations. The percentage of responses below 'neutral' was 81.3% indicating a strong
disagreement with the statement. this is indicative of a 'more authoritative' culture.
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Question 50 'Everyone works together here to make the organisation effective' generated
a most common response of 4 'neutral' and a mean

v:~lue

of 4.3 with 1.112 standard

deviations. The percentage of responses above 'neutral' was 47% with 15. 7r?f1 responding
helow 'neutral' indicating a marginally positive response to the statement. this i.s
characteristic of a 'more participative' culture.

Variable Summary.
Due to the fact that the response to Question 46 was strongly negative, indicating a
'more authoritative culture' and the response to Question 50 \Vas only marginally
positive towards a 'more participative' culture, it was concluded that this variable was
'more authoritative'.

6. Importance of innovation, tradition, and effici(mcy as organisational value:;
The questions related to this variable were 26, 34, 48 and 55. The reliability analysis
produced an alpha score of 0.6428 which was considered reliable. The questions
indicating innovation as values were considered to be 'more participative' whereas
questions indicating tradition and efficiency as values were considered 'more
authoritative'.

Question 26 'This department is open to ideas from the outside' yielded a mean response
of 3.828 with 1.322 standard deviation. The most common response was 4 'neutral'. The
percentage of responses above 'neutral' was 31.2% with 43.7% responding below
'neutral'. This indicated a 'more authoritative' culture.
Question 34 'This department seems to look to the future rather than to the past'
generated a most common response of 5 'agree' and a mean value of 4.750 with 1.154
standard deviations. This indicated a 'more participative culture'.

The most common response to Question 48 'Innovation is probably the most important

goal of this department' was 4 'neutral' and a mean value of 3.233 with 1.312 standard
deviations. The percentage of responses above 'neutral' was 15.6% with 56.3%
responding below 'neutral' indicating a 'more authoritative' response.

Question 55 'Efficiency is probably the most important goal of this department' yielded a
mean value of 4 with 1.320 standard deviations and a most common answer of 4
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'neutral' the percentage of responses above 'neutral' was 37.5% with 40.6 11 answering
below •neutral' indicating a marginally 'more participative' response.

Variable Summary
In general, although there was a

fifty~fifty

result, the percentages above and below

'neutral' indicted a 'more authoritative' organisational culture response

7. Authoritarian vs. participative management style
The questions related to this variable were 29, 32, 33, 40, 44, 49 and 51. The reliability
analysis produced an alpha score of 0.5053 which was considered to be reliable. The

questions indicating authoritarian fC..<;jponses were considered indicative of a 'more
authoritative' culture and the questions indicating a participative response were
considered indicative of a 'more participative' organisational culture.

Question 29 'Senior management inn this department believes that it must have nearly

total control over the behaviour of subordinates' yielded a mean value of 3.483 with
1.599 standard deviations. The most common response was 3 'tending towards neutral'.
The percentage of responses below 'neutral' was 65.7 indicating a 'more participative'
response

Question 32 'Rigid comrol by management often makes it difficult for me to be

innovative in this department' generated a mean value of 4.750 with 1.154 standard
deviations and a most common response of 5 'agree'. This indicates a 'more
autl1oritative' response.
Question 33 'Managers in this department seem to believe that employees lack initiative

and must constantly be given instruction' generated a most common response of 3
'tending towards neutral' and a mean value of3.286 with 1.434 standard deviations. The
percentage of responses below 'neutral' was 68.8% indicating a 'more participative'
response.

Question 40 'Senior managers in this department believe they know best because they

have ITWre knowledge than lower level employees do' yielded a most common response
of 5 'agree and a mean value of 4.690 with 1.290 standard deviations indicating a 'more
authoritative' response.
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The most common response to Question 44 'Senior managers here believe in sharing of

power and responsibility with Iowa level emp!oyee,r' was 4 'neutral' and a mean value
of 3.367 with 1.204 standard deviations. The percentage of responses below 'neutral'
was 46.9% indicating a 'more authoritative' response.

Question 49 'Most people who work here seem to be afraid of senior managers' yielded

a most common response of 3 'tending towards neutral' and a mean value of 3.733 \Vith
1.501 standard deviations. The percentage of responses below 'neutral' was 59.45
indicating a 'more participative' response.

Question 51 'Decisions usually are based on authority here- the way the Minister's

senior advisors wants things done' yielded a mean value of 4.667 with 1.278 standard
deviations and a most common response of 3 'tending towards neutral'. The percentage
of responses above 'neutral' was 62.6% indicating a 'more authoritative' response.

Variable Summary
The results indicate both extremes of culture, however, the percentages above or below
'neutral' indicate a marginally 'more authoritative' culture.

Section Four

Individual vs. Departmental .Job Satisfaction

The questions indicative of job satisfaction based on the mechanics of the department are
57, 59, 60, 62, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71 and 72

Question 57 'In general, the department has treated me well' yielded a mean value of
5.065 with 1.458 standard deviations. The most common answer was 6 'agree',
indicating that most respondents believed they were treated well.

The most common answer to Question 59 'I feel as though I have a real chance to get

ahead in this department' was 5 'tending towards agree'. The mean value was 40677
with 1.553 standard deviations. This is also a positive answer indicating that most
respondents feel as though they can move ahead and are not stuck in one position.
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The mean value yielded for Question 60 'The best qualified people arc usually chosen
for promotion in this department' was 4.452 with 1.682 standard deviations. The most
common ans\vcr

wa.~

6 'agree'. ll is important to note here that this particular question

was asked to determine if there was a feeling amongst the employees of the Department
that performance and promotion was not necessarily correlated with each other. The
positive response from this question seems to indicate otherwise.

Question 62 'I am satisfied with my pay and benefits' yielded a common response of 5
'tending towards agree' and a mean value of 4.742 'tending towards agree' with 1.544
standard deviations. Again, a positive response indicating satisfaction with job
conditions.

Question 63 'This organisation has a genuine concern for the welfare of its employees'
generated a common response of 5 'tending towards agree' and a mean value of 4.290
with 1.44! standard deviations.

Question 65 'I am satisfied with my day-to-day working conditions' yielded a mean value
of 5.232 with 1.305 standard deviations. The most common response was 6 'agree'
which was also a positive response indicating satisfaction with the working environment.

Question 66 '/ am satisfied with the recognition I receive for good performance in my

job' yielded a most common response of 6 'agree' and a mean value of 4.903 'tending
towards agree' with 1.672 standard deviations.

The most common response for Question 67 'I have found this departmem to be a good

place to work' was 5 'tending towards agree' and a mean value of 5.335 with 1.094
standard deviations.

Question 68 'Both men and women are treated well in this department' yielded a mean
value of 5.355 with 1.676 standard deviations. The most common answer was 6 'agree'.
Although it cannot be generalised, it might be said that this result indicates a high level
of satisfaction in gendre equality within the department.
-""----
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Question 69 'My supervisor is hard to please' generated a most common rcsponsf! of I
'strongly disagree' and a mean value of2.645 wilh 1.597 standard deviations.
Question 70 'It is £'asy to work with my co-workers' yielded a mean value of 5.516 with
1.132 standard dtwiations. The most common response was 6 'agree'. Again, a positive
result indicating overall satisfaction with working conditions/

Question 71 'There is good opporttmity for advancement in my job' generated a common
response of 5 and a mean value of 4.548 with 1. 758 standard deviations.
Question 72 'Minorities arc treated well in this department' yielded a mean value of 6
with 1.370 standard deviations. The most common answer was 6 'agree'. This was an
ambiguous question and the results cannot be be taken as conclusion. The issue

of0c~

and race equality in the workplace has been and remains a sensitive and somewhat
controversial area. To ask such a question of an employee of a large organisations such
as the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade, runs the risk of 'hitting a nerve' with the
respondent which may cause them to answer 'the way they think they should' rather than
how they truly feel. This, however, may not be the case but must be taken into
consideration when analysing quantitative data of a question of such a qualitative nature.

The second factor of the instrument of the original study 'job satisfaction based on the
individual' is indicative of questions 56, 58, 61, 64 and 73 of this survey.

Question 56 'On the whole, my job is interesting and challenging' yielded a mean value
of 5.903 with 1.088 standard deviations. The most common answer was 6 'agree'
indicating a positive response.

The most common answer to Question 58 'In general, the department has treated me

well' was 6 'agree'. The mean value was 5.194 with 1.281 standard deviations, again
indicating a strong positive response to the question.

Question 61 'My work gives me a sense of accomplishment' yielded a most common

response of 6 'agree and a mean value of 5.645 with 1.002 standard deviations.

Question 64 'My work is a dead-end job' generated a mean value of 2.065 with 1.390
standard deviations, the most common response being 1 'strongly disagree'
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The most common response to Question 73 'My work is boring' was I 'strongly
d.isagrec'. The mean value generated wa."i 1.806 with 1.203 standard deviations. These
last two que.stinn.s generated strong negative responses to the questions which were
worded negatively to generate such a .strong response. The rcsull"i of both Questions 64
and 73 indicate that the respondents believe that, in general, their jobs provide
satisfaction in terms of mobility and excitement. This conclusion cannot be used as a
generalisation but as a guide to determining the overall job satisfaction level of the
respondents.
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